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th~ other butt being driven home closely against 
ne1ghbour. 
Whe~ the plan~ is nea:ly in place, bend a slight batteo.' 

and measure the girth agamst the timbers, from the last poinl 
where the plank touches them, to the butt of the adjacent 
plank of the strake against which the butt, about to be cu~ 
m~st fit, ~nd mark the latter point on the batten. Then· 
still k~ep1~g the first end of the batten fixed, let it spnng 
along ·.;he mner surface of the plank, and mark the point 
upon ~he latte:. Cut the butt at this point to the two 
bevelhngs obtamed by holding a bevel against one of the 
edg~s of the planks and the butt to be fitted ao-ainst. also 
agamst the timber surface and that butt. "' ' ' 

PART IV.-IRON SHIPBUILDING. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

249. Differences between Mercantile and War Ships.
While there are differences in the details of the hulls of 
wooden ships intended for mercantile as compared with 
those for war purposes, there is a much greater dissimilarity 
in the elements of iron ships intended for these respective 
services. The difference is more marked in armoured than 
in unarmoured war ships; but even the latter are in m:tny 
respects very differently constructed to iron ships of the same 
size intended for commerce. 

It must be observed that these differences are chiefly due 
to the adoption of the longitudinal system of construction 
in the Royal Navy, a system which has been but little 
applied to the mercantile marine. Besides this, the provision 
which has to be made for carrying such heavy weights of 
armour, etc., and the general adoption of a double bottom, 
have caused war shipbuilding to become a more distinct 
branch of the profession than formerly. We, therefore, 
propose to consider each of the principal elements of an 
iron ship, under two divisions, viz :-ji1·stly, as applied to 
merchant, and secondly, as applied to war ships. 

250. Scantlings of Merchant Ships.-So common is the 
practice of insuring ships engaged in commerce, that the 
scantlings, etc., of by far the greater proportion of the iron 
vessels bnilt at the present day far the merchant service are 
regulated by the rules of the several associations of under~ 
writers; and so well do those rules agree with the experiences 
of our best shipbuilders, that the majority of the ships not 
intended to be insured, are built according to the rules laid 
clown by one or other of these associations. Hence the -practice 



.of iron shipbuilding is very uniform, and a detailed 

.of the dimensions and modes of connectin.g the several 

.of a ship for the mercantile navy would consist of 

.other than a copy of the rules of the three l'"~v'yu• 
writers' societies, viz :-Lloyd's, The Liverpool .l:tegllltry 
the Bureau V eritas. As a statement in detail of 
.of difference between the rules of these societies would 
JJ. much greater space than the limits of this work 
JJ.llow, it is not intended to enter fully into particulars 
scantlings, but rather to state the functions and · 
of the several parts of the ship, and the methods 
ing the work in connection therewith. It may 
remarked, that the rules refened to are continually 
changed in accordance with the experience which is 
acquired with regard to iron ships. 

251. The Keel and Keelson of Mercantile 
are three principal forms of keel in vogue, viz :-bm·, jlca 
plate, and centre plate or side bw· keels. Of these the former 
is the commonest, being associated with the frames and keelson · 
in several different ways, of which those showh by Plates 
LXXXIX. and XC. are very usual 

252. The Bar Keel (Plates LXXXIX., XC., and XCI.) 
is generally of hammered iron, made in pieces as long as can 
be conveniently forged. The .butts are usually scarphed and 
t·iveted (see Plate XCI.); but sometimes, though rarely, 
they are welded. The latter operation must necessarily be 
pe1formed neru· the keel blocks, and by means of a temporary 
hearth. Tl1e difficulty of securing a good weld, and the 
.expense of the process, have considerabl,v limited its adop
tion. 

The scarphs are always Ycrtical , similar to the French 
~;ystem for wood keels; they are plain, an4 in length about 
eight or nine times the thickness of the keel. ·' 

The holes in the keel bars for securing the garboard plates 
a:·e ananged in accordance with fl. sketch or template; they 
are drilled, usually by the contractor who forges th~ bars. ,. 

The holes in the sc:nphs are not nsnally drilled until after. 
tl1e latter have been fitted, although, sometimes, only those 
a:t. the lip ends of the scarphs are left; they include some 
iBtermediate holes, smaller than the ?thers, -for joining the 

THE SIDE BAR KEEL.''' 

. .; h •· ··d Iates being riveted, 
. . of keel previous to the gar oai p t' (See Plate' ~ . 1 t' the connec wn. \hr latter opemtwn comp e mg . 

X G1. ). t off in different ways, the-
The holes in bar keels are se b fi<Y 3 Plate .XCI., being 

h · nrrement shown Y o· ' h b -donhle c am arra o l th d uble zi<Yza<Y system, s own y 
(ml' of the most usua ; .e 0 ver ~o~mon, and is recom
~· 2 on the same Plate, IS al~o 1 y that Plate shows an 
Qu·tHlf'd by Lloyd's rules.b Fig. do;t:d in the Royal Mail 
am m"ement which has een .at d s not appear to be so· 

o ' -' l . however 1 oe . h' l l'ompany s vesse s, . • of the way 111 w lC 1 

._"\ t isf,~ctOry as the ot~ers, m co~s;~euc:ake of rivets which 
t h<• bar is riddled with h~les2 oPrl t eXCI is adopted by the 

FI"' . a e ., . 
RN' quite unnecessary. . (J' 'while fig. 3, on that plate, IS 

S'Nhcrlands Steruu Shlph Po., ifi Steam NaviO'ation Co. It 
• . h l of t e ac c . . o U d {onn.lm t e vesse s Ll d' nd the Livelllool n er· 
~hould be remembered t~at 1 o{ha:adouble riveting in k~els. 
writers' rules allow nothmg_ ess eel in bar keels is i mch 

The diameter of the nvetl us f the same thickness as · 
· · d for p ates o . · b t !"l't~ter than IS reqmre 9R nd the spacmg IS a on 

; he garboard plates (see Art. 3~~~·~ ain order that the joint
ti,-e diameters from centre to cen ; be caulked 
I ...tween the plates ~d 11e ba:h:l~~ly connecti~n of this kind 

Tlte garboard str~·es .o~~the hull (see Plates LXXXIX. 
of keel to the rem~mder ( ch' h are very rru·e) when 

· t such cases " 1C th Hnd XC.), excep m b t the floors are riveted to e 
intercostal ~eel phtes e w~e~e or lain joint. 
har, with eJth~r a rabbet, roo The n!.t kind of keel in order 

253. The Side Ba~ Ke~ .- ntre late or side ba1' keel. 
of frequency of adopt.w: \:o~= ~~vo foi;lS of this kind of keel. 
See Plate XCII., whic s · t that which we have - · h 1penor o • 
The side bar sy~tem. IS mu~t ~s it is more expensive, and 
just been considermg, b k 1 . it is not so common as 
n·quires more careful ~vor ;ans nfical plate extending from 
tLe ba.r keel. It con~ls\s to t~e'::p of the fl~ors, as in fig. 2, 
the underside of the ee oof the keelson as shown ~ fig. 1 
Plate XCII., or to the top h of the lower .edges of this plate 
on the same Plate. On ea? to form an external keel 
another plate is riveted t~ It, so as bar keel for the samEJ' 
of the same depth and thickness as a . . . 
class of ship. 



. • The' plates are as long as can be procured, and their 
:are carefully shifted. The side plates or bars are 
to the vertical plate by an openly spac;d series ~f small 
termed "tack rivets," marked Tin fig. 1, Plate XCII., 
.are arranged ~ith reference to the holes for riveting the 
board pl.ates m some such a manner as there shown, . · 
latter bemg spaced about four and a half diameters 
'The Liverpool rules require that the -butts of the 
·plate shall be "secured by double butt straps, eacl:t of 
thickness equal to two thirds that of the centre "~""'··""' 
-to be treble riveted." 

Great .nicety of workmanship is required in 
.eentre, side, and garboard plates together, in order to 
.an accurate correspondence of the holes, the rivets ha 
pass through five thicknesses, and sometimes w'hen 
side bars are fitted, through seven tbicknesses'of plating. , 

254. The Flat. Plate Keel i~ not generally adopted · 
·the merchant service. The early Iron shipbuilders used 
keels bolted to the l?west strake of plating. Finding 
the wood was very lmble to decay, they discontinued its use 

. .and bent plates to a dish ~orm instead. The inadequacy 
-of such a ~orm .to bear t~e weight of the ship when grounding, 
led to their bemg substituted by the bar and side bar keels 
now .in use.. In .a highly efficient form, however, being 

·~SSOCiated With an .mt~rnal vertica! keel, the flat plate keel 
·1s now adopted m Iron-clad ships of war. (See Plate 
Xffi¥) . 

Th~ hollow or dish kee! is a variety . of the fiat keel system, . 
. of wh1ch examples are given by figs. I and 2, Plate XCIII. · 

Lloyds' rules ~tate that, " when hollow or flat keel plates 
:llre adopted, therr breadth must be the same as given for the 
garboard strakes, and their thickness not less than once and 

. .a third that prescribed for those strakes for three-fifths the 
vessel's length .amidships. The butt stra~s of flat keel plates 
.are to be one-siXteenth of an inch thicker than the plates they 
.connect, and treble riveted." . 
. 255. Summary.- In the earlier l>pecimens of bar keels th~ 
g:trboard pla~es_were ra?bet_ed into the former, thereby con~ 
-s1derably relievmg the r1vetmg when the work was caJrefuilv,• 
-executed; but the expense involved by so doing led to · 

Ill 1 
Fig. 28. 

It. has been a common practice to place.no longit:rdll:al tie 
between the outer keel and the longitudmal combmat10n of . 
plates and anc:rle-irons on the top of the floors, known as the 
gutter plate ~d keelson. Certain accidents to .iron sh~ps 
have called attention to the fact, that the hoggmg strams 
peculiar to long, narrow ships tend to produce a tripping of 
the floors; or an alteration in the form of the space A B C D 
in fig. 28, enclosed by keel, keelson, and floors (see also 



Plat? X?., fig . . 1) shown. by :fig. 29. The remedy 
consists m placmg a vertwal plate between the fioots and 
is usually done. (See Plate LXXXIX.) ' 

-~~1A, . ""\! ,,, 

-·--- ~- --~), 

~ 
Fig. 29. 

. It .will be seen tl1at by fitting a series of intercostal 
m thi.s w!l'y, no more longitudinal strength can b~ obtained · 
than IS g~ven by the rivets connectincr the plates to the floors~ 
e;x:cept such a ca~e as in Plate LXXXIX., whtlre a little addi· 
twnal strength IS gained by continuing the plate above th~ 
floors to form a keelson. Hence in some cases, especially 
t.hose of very long ships, a continuous vertical plate has beeJa 
fitted, the floor-plates on each side being butted against it. 
A loss of transverse strength results from such an arrange
ment, which strength is not required to such an eXtent in 
lc;mg, :narrow ships. Generally, the frame or reverse framtl' 
angle-Iron (usually the former) has been scored tlu·ou"h the 
edge of the keel plate, and thus a portion of the tran~verse , 
strength has been retained. When the continuous vertical 
plate has extended above the :floors, a scarphinO' an(Yle-iron two 
to three fee~ long is usually passed through a hole in the 
former and nveted to floor plates, reYerse frame and rrutter 
plate on each side; this being required by the Li v~rpool 
rules. 

The keel shown by .Pla~e LXXXIX. is a very usual form, 
and although the long~tudll1al connection is not all that could 
b? desired, yet as it sufficientlr pr?vides against the floors trip- ' 
prng, and affords a means for direct communication of the 
thrust from t~e keel bars to the pillars; and as the side 
ke~lsons contnbute considerable resistance to a deflection ~r 
thiS, the lowest part of the girder, the arrangement on the 
whole can.not be considered unsatisfactory. A =t advan
tage of this mode of combination is the cheapness" and facili!! 

with which the work of frammg cai':t be performed; by crossing 
the.lrames over the keel in one piece, and then erecting .them, 
con1pared with the piecemeal process of building when the 
tnu•sverse frames are not continuous. 

257. Box Keelsons.-It is not necessary to do more than 
j uJlt allude to the complex and varied systems of box~gird~r 
keels and keelsons which have been adopted from time •O 

4me ; against the difficulties. in · th~ ~~nstruction of whic~, 
ih..,i r weight, cost, and the Imposs1b1hty of access to thell' 
intniors to check corrosion, there is scarcely any set off , . 
•·hatever. 

258. Keels and Keelsons of Iron-clad Ships. - There 
J, . ~.~ been a marked uniformity in the construction of the 
k•-cls of iron-clad ships for the Royal Navy; the style adopted 
in the Wm·rior being very little different to that in vogue &t 
t!.c present day. As' will be seen by reference to Plate 
XCIV., no external keel is fitted, the material which would 
otherwise be so disposed being employed to greater advantage 
i.u the form of a l)late and angle-iron girder at this, the 
lowest part of the ship. Besides this view of the ca.se, it i<J 
"f'parent that the :fiat keel plates, supported by the mternal 
keel and framing, affords a better bearing surface than a bar 
keel for such heavy weights to ground upon. . 

The keel of an iron-clad ship consists of the followmg 
p .• rts:- . . . . 

First--A fiat keel plate, which IS a contrnuatwn of the 
hottom plating, the latter being so an:anged that the fiat. keel 
plate is an outer strake. This strake IS u.suall~ rath~r thicker 
than the remainder of the bottom platmg; m thiS respect 
coinciding with Lloyd's rules for keels of that construction 
(sec Art. 254). This is very necessary for lo~l as w:el! as 
!tructural strength, as these plates are more lia?le to 1llJ1U'Y 

ft'Om touching the ground, etc., than the remamder of tl1e 
l1ottom. 

An inner strake or fla.t keel plate is worked in conjunction 
with this outer strake, being :fitted between the inner edges 
of the garboard strakes, or strakes next to· the keel plates. 
TLe edges of the inner strakes are secured to the outer 
means of a single row of rivets, the edge of the outer 
IICCnred to the ga1·hoard strakes by a double row (see 
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XCV., ng. 1). The butt straps of both strakes are 
inside of the plating; :they are generally treble chain 
and are in width equal to the width of the ·plates 
nee~, minus t~e space occupied by the keel angle-irons; · 
therr length, m the case of treble chain riveting, is 
sixteen diameters of the rivet. 
· The lengths of these flat keel plates, bear the same .· 
to the room and space as those of the bottom generally, 
about three or four times. . 

· _ ' •'• .S'econd-A vertical keel plate, extending from the 
surface of the flat keel plates to the inner bottom 
being usually of the same length as the garboard 
about three or· four times the room and space. ~nmetmlA 
however, they are in alternate lengths of four 
the room and space, so that two plates of these a1me:nslOncB 

. Will give good shift to three plate~, each three---times 
room and space in length. . • 

Plates XCV. and CU. show a rather unusual case 
which the ~ottom plates are four times the room and ·space, 
or 16 feet m length, while the vertical keel plates, which 
are of steel, are double the lengths of the bottom plates . . 

The butts are always carefully shifted with regard to tho~ 
of the continuous work in the neighbourhood, and are con
nected by double butt straps, treble chain riveted; each· of 
the butt straps being a little more than half the thickness of 
the plates they connect. ,, __ ;,,;ff; 

The vertical keel plates are connected to those or' the flat , 
'keel by angle-irons on each side, in lengths about dolThle , 
those of the vertical plates, except in such an exceptional 
ease as that just mentioned, when they are of the same 
length. Their butt straps are usually shifted clear of each 
othe~·, but sometimes they have been placed opposite to each 
'other in the same frame space. They are very carefully 
fitted, and are sufficiently long to receive two rivets in each 
flange, on each side of the butt. The rivets in the keel " 
'angle-irons are spaced about five to six diameters apart, so as 
to make .a watertight division of the double bottom spacie. 
lt_will be observed that these rivets ser:ve also to conneet 
'the oute1 and inner flat keel plates. · · 
· This completes the continuous portion of the 

J!:EELSONS OF UNARMOURED WAR SHIPS. 
. ~ ~- - . . 

t~inder of which . consists . of .an intercostal. staple-shaped 
~!I· -iron, on each side of the ve-rtical keel at 1ts u_pper edge, 
..,~ing to connect the inner bottom (when fitted), a~so ~e 
t.r'l\<·ket or floor plates to tht> vertical keel. The nve~mg_ 
II• these angle-irons is also spaced so as to make a watertight .,. 
tl"·ision between the two sides of the double bottom space. ...,. 
Thr· an"le-irons are often so arranged as to extend dovm the 
.,;..J,·s of the verticai keel, and butt against the frame angle-
ir-n1s alternately, at two different heights abo':e th~ ~at ~~el .:JJt._- . : ~' 
1,L1tc, as ~vn by Plate XCIV., thus breaking JOmt Wlt~~:
"acL other· the difference in the lengths of the arms of the 
anJ:le-iron~ being sufficient to receive o~e rivet. . . · . 

A consideration of the keel of an 1ron-dad sh1p 1s not 
t'•·mplete without a refllrence to the gutter plate, c:n· the 
111 iddlc strake of inner bottom, in the event of the latter 

_ k,;i.ng...Jitted. is strake for~s ~he upper .flange of the I . 
J..<i rder the lower flange of whiCh 1S represented by the flat 
Lo·el. ~nd the web by the vertical keel plate. In order ~o 
, .bta-in a watertight division of the double bottom space, 1t 
i_, necessary to fit these plates with great <:are, when they 
form.a part of an inner bottom. x_ The angle-1r~ns along the .· 
u1,1wr edge of the vertical keel', 1tnd the contmuous angle
irous (to be referred to presently), must be: fitted very 
11 ,-,· urately, .so as to form a fair surfa:ce up_o~ wlnch to ~t the 
J:tLtrer plates, and obtain a watert1ght JOmt wh~n nveted 
n 11d caulked. The rivets are spaced for watert11?ht work, 
t lae butt straps are fitted on the under side, and, hke those 
uf tl~e flat keel plates, they are in two lengths. 

A keelson is not often fitted above the gutter plate of an 
iron-clad ship; or, if so placed, its primary use is as a support 
to a boiler flat, or some other purpose not directly connected 
with the hulL Of course, the structural value of su?h 
gi rders as boile~· aJ.~d en~ine _bearers, especially ~vhen dis: 
pooed in a lon"1tudmal du·ectwn, must not be merl~oked, 
nevertheless th~y cannot be !laid to constitute a portwn of 
the keel, keelson, or any of the other elements of the hu11 
proper. · • . 

259. Keels and Keelsons of Unarmoured y;ar Shlps . .,.
The keels of unarmoured iron war ship& are _d1fferentl:y con· 
structed to those just described. !~1 these sh1ps l.he flat keel 
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is composed of t;o thicknesses, as before, ,unless th~ 
is . sheathed with wood, in which <:Me it . is usually of 
thickness only (see Plate XCVI.). . · 

The vertical keel is composed of a continuous 
"" lengths the same as before), and i§ riveted with a sin...,le 

of rivets to intercostal pieces of vertical keel, which 
0 

width -of the lap deeper than the frames. As · 
angle-irons of the frames do not cross the keel 

,.., t'. those in armoured ships, the inner angle-irons of the 
· ~k~el are consequently continuous . . The vertical keel 

nected to the flat keel plate by-a single angle-iron, g"1~era.u; 
on the same side of the plate as the continuous 
riveted. This angle-iron is intercostal, and turns up . 
the side of the floor plate and vertical keel, until it 
against the inner angle-iron of the frame, or reverse 
iron, which turns down against the keel. The butts 
sometimes extended, alternately, to two different heights, 
as to break joint with each other. . 

As double bottoms are not usually fitted to unarmourc<l 
ships, the precautions necessary to obtain wa.te:r:tightness, · 
already referred to, are not needed. Roles are «i!sually cut 
in the intercostal portions of the vertical• keel to serve a1 ' 

water courses. 
As in the case of armonred 'ships, it often becomes neces

sary to fit longitudinal combinations of plates and angle-~ns 
to serve as boiler and engine bearers, in which case .·it . is 
usual, when practicable, to connect these bearers to the 
vertical keel and longitudinal frames; -or rather to dlepeq · 
these to the extent necessary to serve the purpose in question. 

260. Stems and Stern Posts of Merchant Ships.-The · 
stems of iron merchant ships are merely continua.tions of 
their keels, and preserYe the characteristics of the latter 
throughout, the pitch of rivets and connecti<'.JJ to the frames · 
being uniform. 1.:. t "". · . 

The great curvatnre in the pieces of ste~t ~: ~nderina it verf ·~ 
difficult to transport them from place to p\ -~~_ \ it is t~sual to ~.· 
supp]_,. the stem from the forge in a straight piece, and th{')n 
to bel_ld it, after being heated i~ a furnace, on the 
shu, m the same way as angle-Irons :we bent for the 
(see Art. 271). \Vhen so bent the stem is erected bJ: . 

6TBMS ASD STERN 

f!1 cackles, then shored and.prov'ed to its proper position, in ,o. 
~tnilar manner to a wood stem (see Art. 173). . . . 

The stern post o~ a p3:d~e, twin screw, or _sailing ship, 
...,u.'Si.stl; simply of a bar sunilar to those composmg the keel, 
~ing bent to the an ale between the stern post and keel, then 
carried along for a short length and scM"phed t? the latter in 
u,,. Iii\ me manne1· as the pieces of ke'el are jomed together. 
· .metimes the braces or gudgeons for the rudder are forged 

41:• the }Jost~ while at others they consist of stra~s ·passed · 
\),rough I+ in the fore edge of the rudder, and r1ve~d to,. 
tl•t> post in such a way that the rudder ca1mot be unshipped · 
,.·ithout takino- off the braces. In any case, the rudder post 
vf a. sailing, t;in screw, or pa~dle whe~l ship, is much simpler 
t.Lan that of a single screw ship; and, m the latter case? th~re 
;;. ne.cessarily a difference between the stern posts of ships 
1.:t ,·ing lifting, and those with non-lifting, screw propellers. 

Plate XCVII. shows the stem post of a screw ship of the 
btt.er class. If it were intended to .raise the propeller, the 
portion between D and E would be omitted, and the fore 
JoOSt BE would be extended to about the s~~e h~ight as the 
rudder post CD. As will_b~ seen, provlSlOn lS ~ade. for 
t.uusing the screw shaft by gn·mg a swell to the post, as m a 
wood ship (Art. 25). . . . 

ThQpole is drilled within about half an mch of the finlShed 
<liameter before the stern post is erected, so as to leave amp~e 
mar"'in for borincr out the shaft hole correctly after the sh1p 
i< b~ilt. The st~rn 'post is erected by sinlliar_ means, and 
with similar precautions to the stem; and ~he platmg of bottom 
i.:; connected by riveting similar to that m the keel bars. 

261. Stems and Stern Posts of Iron-cia~ Shi~s.-The 
stem and stern posts are very formidable i~ms m an Iron-clad 
~<hip. This is true not only of ~heir s1ze and, therefore, 
weiaht hut also of the elaborate, difficult, and therefore ex· 

t> ' " • pensive character of these 1orgmgs. . 
The provision for ramming, which has become an Impor~t 

feature in modern naval tactics, renders the stem far heav1er, 
and more difficult to forge, than would other~·ise ~ req~ed; 
but with regard to the stern post of a sh1p with a sm~lc 
screw the <rreat massiveness is necessary, not only to gr\fe 
t.he r~quired form for the large screw shaft to pa.ss through, 



-. , 

but also to act, as it were, like an anvil blo'ck, and so 
the hull from the great vibratory strains which ,the "'~-'''"~""""w 
of enormous engine power to screw propulsion must 
sarily bring upon the after part of the ship. ·Twin 
have been fitted to some of our rece:u.t ironclads, and in 
the stern post is similar to that of an iron sailing ship, 
before described. · · · 

262. The Stems of Ironclads.-Plate XCVIII. shows 
stem of an iron-clad ram, sections being given .at 
places to explain the form of this elaborate and 

. ta forging. The stem is: . usually forged in two or 
which are carefully scarphed, keyed, and J,'iveted 
but sometimes, when practicable, it is forged in 
(Plate XCIX.). The scarph is arranged so as to ";·~ •. 1;f~ 
forging, by reducing the curvature of the pieces as . much u 
possible, at the same time keeping the scarph cleaJ.· of that. 
portion of the stem which would receive the principal portion · 
of the shock, in the case of collision by ramming. · . 

The stem of au iron-clad ship is differently shap!Jd at; 
different positions in its length. From the ·upper part of 
the stem to the upper part of armour belt it is formed as · 
shown by the elevation and sections betwfieU A . and n. 
(Plate XCVIII). Only one rabbet is· cut on each side of 
this portion, these being to receive the fore butts :tpf the 
topside plating, which are connected to it by a double row 
of tap or screw rivets. Sometimes the stem is wider -a.t 
this place than is merely required for riveting the butts 
of the side plating, in order to secure to it a continuation of 
the vertical keel, similar to that shown by Plate XCIX. 

The portion of the stem in the wake of the a.rmour belt, 
between B and C, has rabbets cut in it to receive the fore· 
ends of the plating behind armour, the teak backing, aJ.ld the· . 
armour plates. (See sections at main and lower df' · , s, Plate· 
XCVIII.) A separate stop was prepared for t~ . ~nds of 
the teak backing in. the stem of the Monitor, ~ .":' ' sen ted . 
by Plate XCIX., whiCh was not done in the case shown bv. 
Plate XCVIII. The armour shelf is riveted at the lo~;r 
part of this portion of the stem (Plate XCIX.). . . 

The remainder, to where it joins "1\.i_th the keel ati D, is 
most. variable portion of the stem. The bottom plating 

rabbeted into this part, the rabbft being of rmiform d~pth_; 
and in order to obtain a flush surface when the platmg IS 

fit~, the laps are chipped thinner to a little abaft the portion 
which butts on the stein. The plates are secured to the stem 
by a double or treble row of tap rivets. 

At the lower extremity, as shown by the plan at D, the 
MJ \'eral sections and the elevation, the two flat keel plates 
terminate at different . places, so that their bu~ts may gi~e 
shift to each other. The extremity of the stem IS forked, m 
(\rder to receive, bet\Y.,2en the forks, the vertical fian~es of the •. 
lower angle-irons (seeE in the Plate) of the vert1cal_ keel, 
the horizontal flanges being fitted into a rabbet cut m the ',' 
\mderside of the stem. 

These angle-irons stop at such a position that their ends 
bhall be well shifted mth reo-ard to the ends of the fiat keel 
plates. They are through ri~eted to the fork, and tap riv~ted 
om the underside through the flat keel plates. The _vertical 
keel is continued over the inside of the stem, sometimes to 
the. top of the latter and at others stopping at a bulkhead, 
Lreasthook, or deck' flat. In every case it is connected to 
the stem either by anale-irons on each side, through riveted, 
and tap ~-iveted to the "'stem, or else by ri:'eting the plate to 
a projecting piece on the stem, as shown ill Plates XCVIII. 
and XCIX. 

The precedin"' remarks describe the general characteristics 
of the stem of a~ ironclad· but with regard to further details 
it may be remarked that these vary in almost every ship. 

263. The Stern Posts of Ironclads.-As in the case of 
merchant ships, the form of the stern post _is. regulated to 
a considerable extent by the conditions of a hftmg propeller, 
or otherwise. In the former case the body and rudder posts 
are not connected above the propeller; but both of them ?'re 
carried as high as one of the decks, to the beams an_d plat1~1g 
of which they are firmly united. If the p_r~peller IS not ill
tended to be lifted, then the two posts are JOIDe~, both abo;c 
and below the propeller; below by a s~oe nveted to tne 
lower" part of the body }JOst, the latter beillg formed so as to 
be a continuation of the keel ; and above by a keyed and 
riveted scarph, joining two arms, which, when united, form 
the upper boundary of the screw aperture. 



A~ shown by Plate XCVII., the stern posts of me·rchant 

ships, of which the propellers do .not lift, are forged ·in 
piece, but the great sizes of such forgings in large war vessela 
renders it almost necessary to scarph them. ·It should be 
observed that in the Northumbed,and the rudder post wu· 
not riveted to the body post by a shoe at the foot, but 
two parts were welded together while in place on the 
by means of a temporary hearth; a V scarph being 
and welded just above the heel of the post. The manner of 
~carphing and riveting the two pieces ?om:e~sing ~ body post 
.1s shown by Plate C. Four of the nvets ill thlS case Jtre 

through, and four are tapped. 1 • 

The adoption of a balanced rudder collsiderably modifiea 
. the stern post arrangements, as no rudder post is then re
quired. This form of rudder is not so much in use now as 
it was a fe\v yea.rs ago, in consequence of its unsuitability to 
evolutions under sail. The stern post shown by Plate C. is . 
of the kind fitted in ships having balanced rud_ders; but 
. the portion of the post marked D has been usually made 
much wider and thinner, in order to provide for a greater 
amount of lateral strain than in the case shown. In the 
Penelope, tl1e shoes* are formed of plates and angle-irons, 
and in the Bellerophon, the construction was very similar. 
It should be stated that in the Nortlmmberland the after . 
spur of the body post was also flanged, but in that case the 
thickness was maintained, as a portion of the weight of \the 
rudder post and rudder was borne thereby, whereas the 
weight of the balanced rudder is entirely borne by the upper 
part of tl1e stern; the flange of the post at the bottom 
offering resistance to the lateral strains upon the rudder in 
steering. When a balanced rudder is fitted, there is

1
• \ eces

sarily, no after support to the propeller, the shaft o( ·'hich 
must therefore have a good bearing provided for it;·:··~ \ he 
body post. \ · 

264. Forging Stems and Stern Posts.-The information 
supplied from the mould loft floor for making a stem or stern 
post, consists of a batten mould with the shapes of sections 
of the forging at different parts marked upon it, very similar · 
to Plate XCVIII. The forging is made of slabs of hamrne1-ed 

• Tbi ;; vessel had two rudder posts, rudders, and screw propellerS. 

ir<m, carefully "piled" an(i w~rked by a. "po~ bar" in the 
cnlina.ry manner. In .this way, a hammered stem, stern post, 
or piece of the same is formed as nearly as practicable to the 
required size, leaving sufficient mater!al for the exact dimen- . 
bions to be obtained nnder the planing machine. Sometimes 
the stem, or each piece of a stem, is forged and planed straight, 
and then bent to the required shape. This is a very cheap 
and easy way of doing the work when the stem is not so 
tl1ick as to make the bending impracticable. The most 
common plan, however, is ~ forge the stem or its pieces to 
~<omething like the requir~ form and shape, and then plane 
it either by a machine having rectilinear motion only, or 
dse by one the tool of which works to the 1-equired. curva-
t ure by means of a guide. This latter process has bee~ 
carried out with great success at Chatham yard. The recti
linear machine, however, is most commonly employed, and 
cQnsequently a great deal of chipping is necessary, both in 
cuttina clearances for the planing tool, and in finishing. 
. The

0 

scarphs are carefully planed and fitted, but sometimes 
it is considered preferable to join them by welding. Allusion 
Jms already been made to the case of the rudder post of the 
_Vorthumbe1·land, which was welded to the body post 'when 
in place on the blocks. The w:Iding toget~er of t':o piec.e~ of 
l:inished forgino- is a very delicate operatwn, as, ill add1t10n 
to the careful c~rrespondence which is essential to a satisfac
tory joint, provision must also be made in preparing the tw_o 
pieces for the stretching or " dra"'\ring out of the fibre,'' as Jt 
is termed, which is necessary in order to get a good weld. 
Besides this, a further allowance must be made for the ~on
traction which takes place in cooling. These 11recautwns 
are particularly necessary with regard to the 1·udder post 
when it is intended to support the after end of the propeller 
shaft. In that case, a small margin of m:~,terial must be 
2llowed at the boss, and afterwards a line rep1-e~enting the 
<·enti:e of ·shaft must be drawn, the correct stze set off 
therefrom, and the surplus iron removed. 

26o. Rivets in Large Forgings.-A great many of the 
rivets which are used in the work connected with the stem 
and stern post, are necessarily much longer than f.llse
whcre in the ship; and it may not be out of place to refer 



to the precautions which are necessary· in 
rivets. 
· In consequence of their length, the contraction in 
is much greater than in the case of ordinary rivets; 
if the rivet is heated throughout the w]lole of its 
very great strain is brought upon the head and 
much so, that these latter frequently break off in --.·-.--.... , . 
The heads and points do not always fall off, owing to 
fracture in the rivet taking place within the surface .. of 
forging; hence, the defect is not at all times detected until 
the vibration of the machinery, or the working of the 
causes the pieces to fall out. Su'bh a defect causes 
strains to be brought to bear upon other rivets, some 
which are already in a state of extreme. tension; . and 
although sound, yet having been cooled very rapidly by 
contact with such a large mass as a forging, are often very 
brittle. · 

In this way fractures have occun-ed, which can be and are 
avoided by adopting the following precautions. €ut a piece 
of rivet bar, of the required diameter, .to the length sufficient 
for the necessary size of head, and point when hammered 
down. Heat one end, place the other in the · hole for the 
rivet, and knock a head at the heated end, a "dolly" being 
held against the other. Then I'emove the rivet fronl' the , 
hole, heat the other end, taper it slightly, 1!-nd drive it 
thrpugh the hole from the side opposite to that from which 
it was first driven, and then beat up the point. In this way, 
by not raising the body of the rivet to a high-temperature, 
the contraction which ensues upon cooling is not greater 
than in an ordinary rivet; that being quite sufficient for 
closing up the work. 

CHAPTE~XVIII. 
266. Framing.-With the exception of a few vessels built · 

ou the longitudinal system (see Art. 278), and one or: two· 
others with frames placed diagonally, iron merchant ships 
have been, and still continue to be, framed in almost exactly 
the same way. But while this uniformity has existed in the· 
mercantile navy, a great many modifications and changes 
have occurred in the framing of Her Majesty's ships. 

At the present time there are three distinct modes of 
fr-J.ming, only two of which, however, are carried out to any· 
great extent. 

.1. The transvene system, generally adopted in the mer-· 
cantile marine. 

2. The longitudinal system, so ably advocated by Mr. Scott 
Russell. 

Very few ships have been built on this principle; but of 
these the Great Easte?-n is a noble specimen. 

3. :Z'he above systems combined, in two principal forms
viz. :-the bracket system in iron-clad ships, and the sol1:d-jloor· 
Bystem in unarmoured war ships. . 

267. The Transverse System owes its origin to the early 
iron shipbuilders combining the new material in the same· 
manner as they ·had been accustomed to do with wood. The 
frames cross the keel transversely, being generally evenly 
spaced, and the skin plating is riveted to them in a manner· 
analogous to the mode of securing the plank of a wooden ship. 
Indeed, the transverse system, as a whole, bears a far greater 
similarity to wood shipbuilding than our present knowledge 
of the relative properties of the two materials, iron and wood,. 
would 'prepare us for. 

268. Its Components.-A frame of an iron ship built on 
the transverse system is composed of three parts, viz. :-

1. The frame angle-iron or outer angle-iron, to which the-
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bo~om pla~g is riveted (see .A and B, Plate LXXXIX.~ 
·This angle-Iron rarely crosses the keel, but generally extend. 
from the keel to the topside on each side of the ship. , ' 

2. The reverse frame or inner angle-iron the lono-itudinal 
·flange of which stands in an opposite direction to th~t of the 
frame angle-iron; the ceiling, foot-waling, lining, etc., being 
secured thereto (see .A and B, Plate LXXXIX.). From 
. ~bout the t'?"n of the bilge to the topsides these two angl6. 
1rons are nveted back to back. The reverse ano-le-iron is 
.either canied across the keel and stopped at a shorl distance · 
-on the other side at alternate sides of the -keel-or else it is : 
butted at the keel, and a cmmecting strap carried across so 

.as t? join the two pieces .. · In small ships 'it is sometimes 
possrble to carry the angle-u·on across the ship continuously 
fi·om side to side. · 

3. Tl~efloor plate·, which extends from the turn of the bilue 
on one side of the ship to the same hei<Yht on ehe opposite 

. side, serving to deepen, and, therefore, stre~gthen, the frame ai 
that part. The ~-everse. angle-iron_is riveted to its upper, and, 
the frame angle-rron to Its lower, side. It is connected to the 
intercostal keel plate by short ano·le-irons as shown ill Plate 
I:XXXIX. When the keel plate is co~tinuous, as in the 
Side-bar a~Tangement, the ~oor plate is in irn•o pieces; but 
when, as rn the above-mentiOned Plate the keel is worked 

:intercostally, the floor plate extends fr;m side to side. For 
!aJ.'ge ships it is difficult to ~bffi:in the f!?or plate in one length; 

·m that case they are supplied m two pieces, which are welded 
-or butt-strapped together at altemate sides of the middle line· 
welding being the usual method. ' 

Lloyd's rules require that the butts of the frame an<Yle-irons 
shall be connected by angle-iron straps not less th~ three 
feet long; while, by the Liverpool rules the len!!ths of these 

1 . ' t> . ang e-Irons vary from four feet to six feet. The reverse 
angle-~ons are not caJ.-ried to the full l1eight of the frame . 

. angle-Iron, but stop at difl"erent positions accordin"' to the . 
y~oportions and clas~ification of the ship. Lloyd's 

0 
and the · 

Liverpool rules requrre double reverse an<Yle-irons to be fitted 
:in the way of all ~eelsons, hold and beam

0 

stringers (see Plate . 
LXXXIX.). It IS perhaps haJ.·dly necessary to call attention 

·to the circulru· hole cut in every flo01~ plate on each side of the · 

l;r-el, just above the frame angle-iron, for the purpose ·of & 

-.ratc.rcourse, cement being laid upon the bottom plating to 
t.lmt height. 

269. Modes of Building the Frame.-It is not easy to
,Jescribe the methods of framing an iron ship on the trans
Terse system, inasmuch as each of t~ principal iron ship
building centres has a system of its ~- We will, however, 
endeavour to give a brief summa~f the chief features of 
these methods; at the same time it may be stated that if the 
importance of any system can be measured by the extent of 
its application, then that practised on the Clyde woul(l 
undoubtedly carry off the palm. . 

270. Rivet Holes in Frames.-On the Clyde it is t.be
pmctice to punch all the holes in the frame angle-iron, except 
those for the rivets in the plate edges and at the turn of the 
bil<Ye, brfore bending them; also, sometimes, the holes in the 
t·e,~rse frames for fastening the ceiling, foot-waling, etc. On 
the other iron shipbuilding rivers all the angle-irons are
punched after being bent. The rivet holes in the floor-plates 
,mel reverse 'Qars, by which they are connected to the frames, 
are always marked from the holes in the latter by laying one 
upon another after the reverse bars are bent. 

In setting off the rivet boles in the fra:ne angle-irons, when 
building by the Clyde system, a batten rs bent to the curva
ture of the frame on the scrive board (see Art. 144), and the 
positions of the plate laps, etc., are set off upon it; after this 
the distances between the laps are divided so as to have 
a. spacin()' of rivets about eight diameters apart. The holes 
are always punched from the outer surface of the angle-iron; 
i.e., the surface against which the plating will ultimately fay. 
In setting off the rivet holes for securing the frame to the 
reverse angle-iron and floor plate, care should be taken to avoid 

. placing two rivets in the same section of the angle-iron, so as 
not to unduly weaken it . 
· 271. B_ending Frame Angle Irons. -The frame and 
reverse angle-irons are bent to their required form upon a 
large slab of~iron, which is cast 'vith a number of square 
holes in it, disposed like the squal·es on a chess-board. This 
is technically called the "bending slab." . · Adjoining this 
slab are the-angle-iron and plate furnaces, and (in the nortb 



~f England and Scotland) the scrive board (see M 
while in the south of England the frame moulds are 
conveniently near. 

The angle-irons are placed in a reverberatory furnace, and 
while they are being raised to a bright red heat, the work· 
man transfers the curve of the frame which is to be bent upon 
the bending slab. When the scrive board is used, a flat rod of 
soft ll'?n termed the "set u·on" is bent ta the'-curvature, the . 
bevelhng spots are set off upon it, a line is drawn with chalk 
upon the slab to the shape of the bar, and the points where 
bevellings are to be applied are also marked upon the line. 
Strong u·on pins are next driven and wedged tiahtly into 
the holes in the slab which are nearest to the chalk line. 
The angle-u·on, when sufficiently hot, is removed from · the 
furnace, laid u~on the bending slab close to tile iron pins, 
and one end bemg fixed at a certain point, the other is bent 
round, and the whole length wedged and driven tiahtly 
against th: bars.. A "set" or pressure is obtained by ~cans 
of other pms dnven and wedged into holes on the "'pposite 
side of the angle-iron. · : ·"' 

The flange of the angle-iron to be riveted to the fio~r plate 
or reverse angle-iron, is that which is laid upon the slab, and 
the other. flange bears a&ainst the pins first placed i.~ position. ·":' 
In appl1mg the bevellmgs the bevel is held upon the slab, 
and agamst the back of the angle-u·on, in a position square to 
the . curvature. <J:reat care should be taken in opening or 
closmg the angle-1rons being bevelled, in order that their 
strength may not be deteri?rated in the process, or then· b; .y• 
become so bulged or brmsed that the plates will not ··· 
well against them. !,. 

'\Vhen the angle -irons are bent to the curves, ' and 
bef?re they are cool, their curvatures are pxoved by 
laym? them upon the scrive board and trying them to 
the l_mes ther: shown, the board being preserved from 
burnmg by stnps of half-round iron which are nailed upon 
its surface. 

It should ~e ob~erved th~t an allowance for the stretching. 
<Jf the ang~e-1ron m punchmg and bending should be made 
~hen workmg ~y either .of the processes. Tl~e final opera- · 
twn at the bendmg slab lS to mark upon the angle-iron the 

positions of plate edges, harp~ ~d other important points, 
1\lld nick them with a cold chisel. 

272. Bending Reverse Angle-Irons.- The lines of· the 
insides of reverse angle-irons are drawn upon the scrive board 
as far from the middle line ·on each ~ as the ends of the 
floor plates, the lines being also the edges 'of those plates. 
The reverse angle-iron is bent just after the corresponding 
frame angle-iron, the line of its curt'ature bemg obtained 
by setting off the depth of the frame, above th~ floor ends, 
on the iuside of the curves of the frame angle-irons, the said 
depth being given by the midship section. When the line 
is set off, the reverse angle-iron is bent and bevelled in a 
similar manner to that alrf,lady described. When cold, .the 
frame angle-iron is laid upon it, and the rivet holes set off; 
the holes for the rivets which connect it with the floor plates 
are also spaced, and the holes in the floor plate are afterwards 
eopied by placing the reverse angle-iror;. upo~ the platP--

! 
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Fig. 30. 
273. The Floor Plates are provided by the iron manu

facturer with straight edges, and, as already stated, some
times in two or three lengths. On the Clyde, when the 
floors are supplied in two pieces, they are bent nearly to their 
required shape, as given by the scrive board, separately, and 
then sheared or cut to the exact form. The two pieces are 
then laid upon the scrive board in their correct positions, 

. <JYerlapping each other about i inch, and a straight line is 
struck upon them (see A C D B, fig. 30); also two marks as 
C and D with a centre pw:rch, these beillg about 3 feet apart. 
'When the plates are welded, then A C D B must be a straight 
line, and C and D the fixed distance of .3 feet apart. The 
rivet holes are set off very carefully by placing .the -frallle 
and reverse angle-irons upon the plate. 
.. 274 . . Erecting ·the Frames. -By the Clyde and Tyne 



systems the frames, rever~e frames, and floor plates. 
riveted together either by the side of the blocks or acrosa 
keel upon a stage level with the latter, and there they, 
the beams of one or more of the decks (according to the sbit 
of the ship), are riveted together. It is usual to rivet up • 
great number of frames in this way before commencing 
erect them, the latter operation being commenced aft, 
proceeded with towards the bow. The pieces . are 
"cottered" together, and then. a number of frames . 
riveted up in succession. The rivets usually have pan l1eads, 
and their points are finished with a snap tool (see ,Art. 326). ~ 

By the 1\fersey system the frames are erected before rivet. 
ing any beams . to them, the two sides being connected by · 
cross spn1ls and harpins. By this process a gr~at numbet: oi . 
harpins and ribbands are required, and the work must be 
carefully set off and shored, as there is Yery little rigidity in 
each of the pieces to keep the structure to the require4 
form without such precautions being adopted. It will b& 
admitted that by the Scotch system, where each of the frames 
is of itself sufficiently rigid to maintain its form, much less 
trouble is required, in order to ensure an accurate _result. 
The erection of the frames is generally entrusted to wood . 
shipwrights, who adopt the same or very similar means or 
proving the accuracy of their positions as in wood shipbuild-
ing (see Art. 178). ~ 

275. Stern Frames.-In proceeding to erect the frames, 
it is usual to commence aft at the last transverse frame that: 
rests upon the keel, and then proceed forward. A • 0 l stern 
post includes a portion of the keel, if that forging ; _ '· / ready 
to be erected, several of the aftermost frames are L A:iporai'ily 
grouped closely together until the stern post ,is in place, and 
then these frames are correctly spaced. Plate CI. shows. a.. 
very usual method of framing the after part. · By this sketch 
it will be seen that the stern frames are canted, and heel 

_ against a deep transverse frame, termed a'' transom frame,'" 
situated at the fore ends of the rudder post, and connecte~ 
thereto. • · 

276. Bow Frames.-The iron ships of the merchant navy 
are not usually sufficiently bluff to render it necessary to
ca.nt the bow fra.mes, so that whether the ~tern is upright or-

# 

ntking; the f01·emost fi:am'es ~-e square to the middle 'li.h.e; 
and cross the stem the same us if it were the keel. 

277. Side Keelsons are the chief source of longitudinal 
Ktrc:ngth in the lower portion ·Of the frammg of an iron 
merchant ship on the transverse s]iiiliem. They are of various 
forms; but in all the varieties the portion of the keelson from 
the outer bottom to a little above the iriner side of the 
J-e \·erse frames, is worked intercostalfy (see C and IJ, Plate _ 
LXXXIX.). Sometimes, however, the keelson is altogether 
inside the reverse frames (see E, Plate LXXXIX). The 
intercostal portion is connected to the bottom and floor plate.~ 
L~- short pieces of angle-iron, as sho·wn. The continuous por
tion of the keelson consists either of two angle-irons back to 
l-:1ck, as at IJ, a piece of plate bulb, an I girder, as at C, or 
~· ·me other such form. The positions of the side keelsons 
ure nicked upon the angle-irons of the frames when the 
]utter are being :finally proved on the scrive board, or by the 
lllOUlds. 

278. The Longitudinal System.-By this system, instead 
of the frames being arranged in continuous transverse 
'· bends," as in wood shipbuilding, t.hey are disposed fore 
tt nd aft, and thus better adapted to withstand longitudinal 
, Lrains. The propriety of building short wide ships on the 
t r.lllsversJ system is obvious, but for ships of the extreme 
proportions built for commerce at the present day (often with 
a ratio of length to breadth of 10 or 11 to 1), it seems very 
inconsistent to dispose so much of the material in such a 
manner as to render but scanty assistance in resisting the 
lollgitudinal bending forces, which must be considerable in 
~u ch long ships. 

'l'J.e longitudinal system of Mr. Scott Russell, whose name 
b, been long associated with the subject of longitudinal 
fmming in iron ships, has been thus enunciated by that 
';;entleman :-

" l. To divide the ship uy as many transverse bulkheads 
a.~ the practical use of the ship will admit. I like to have at 
least one bulkhead for every breadth uf the ship in her 
lc11gth. In a ship eight breadths her length, I wish to have 
at least eight transvc. »e bulkheads. 

" 2. I have between these bulklleads what I call partial 
4 - T 
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bulkheads, or the outer rim of a complete bulkhead, with 
centre part omitted, so as to form a continuous girder 
ning transversely all round the ship, and not interfering 
stowage. • 

" 3. I run from bulkhead to bulkhead, longitudinal 
beams or stringers, one along the centre of every plate of 
skin, so giving each stra.ke of plates the continuous RtrP.nlrth 

of an iron beam, one portion placed at right angles to au<Jw.t~S.: 
This longitudinal forms one continuous scarph across all 
butt joints of the plates, hitherto their weakest part, 
adds, also, to the strength of the rivets of the joint, the 
of a line of rivets and angle-irons along the centre of 
plate. These longitudinals and the skin are therefore one. 

"4: vVhat remains over, after this is done, of the superfiu. 
ous iron used in the ribs, I make into a continuous iron deck, 
mainly carried by the bulkheads, and by longitudinals under 
it ; !).lld I believe this iron is infinitely better applied in a 
deck than in ribs fastened to the skin." 

The (heat Easte1·n, a part transverse section of the framing : 
of which is shown by fig. 3, Plate XCIII., was constructed by 
Mr. Scott Russell on this system. Both :M:i·. Russell and Mr. 
E. J. Reed claim, with reason, that the fran'tlng at the bow 
and stern is much more readily executed than by the trans
verse system, chiefly owing to the work being more accessible. 
. The experience which has been gathered in worl :l·y 
the longitudinal system is so slight that we are un :: · 
state any particula~· method of carrying out the worl, · • ich 
shall have the ment of economy, or any other form M supe· 
riority. Indeed, it would appear that it is the lack of kno'f· ' -
ledge of this kind which has hitherto stood in the way of the 
adoption of the longitudinal system by many intelligent 
shipbuilders, who, while fully aw;tre of its great structural 
advantages, are yet deterred from applying it by the fact 
that the experience gained by our workmen in the trans
Yerse system, and the consequent facility and chea)mess . · 
:with which they perform the work, render competition by a 
new system comparatively hopeless. \Ve understand that 
Mr. E. J. Reed, C.B. (late Chief Constructor of the Navy), 
to whom the profession and country are indebted for the • 
1llany ya.Juable improvements and developments in iron ship-

.. 

. ~ . . . 
building, which his enlightened foresight has induced him to 
recorrruse and adopt, has recently laid~ some iron ships 
at the Earle Company's shipyard at Hull, which are "being 
constructed on the longitudinal system. It remains 'ifu be 
zcen whether, by so doing, an impetus will be given to that 
svstem. Mr. Russell has admitted that greater skill, intelli
i;:-nce, and accuracy are required in building upon this 
j>rinciple. 'Ve fear that these difficulties are more formid
able than is generally ima.gined. Whoever has had any 
ex-perience regarding the class of workmen into whose hands 
iron shipbuilding has fallen, will, we believe, share with us 
the opinion that any deviation from the groove into which 
the practices of iron shipworkers have been running during 
~o many years, will not meet with pecuniary success for, at 
least, some considerable time. 

279. The Bracket System is the development under the 
11uspices of Mr. Reed of the transverse and longitudinal 
"'·stems combined, by which iron-clad ships have been built 
~;;nee -their introduction. 

" The framework of iron-clad ships consists of ·two sets of 
frames-transverse and longitudinal. These cross each other 
at rirrht angles, or nearly so; the plates of the longitudinals 
bein~ continuous, and those of the transverse frames in 
t;hm·t pieces between the longitudinals. The plates in the 
transverse frames, when on the bracket system, consist of a 
bracket-plate on each side of the longitudinal (see Plate 
XCIV.). · 

280. Lon;itudinal Frames.-These are constJ;ucted very 
t;imilarly to the vertical keel (Art. 258), and conSlSt of-

1. A plate extending from inner to outer bottom plates, in 
the wake of the double bottom, and a somewhat reduced and 
tapering breadth before and abaft it. These plates are 
sometimes disposed in alternate lengths of four and five 
times the room and space, and at others they are all in either 

·three, four, or even six room and space lengths. The butts 
are carefully shifted with rega£u to each other, and to the 
butts of the outer and inner bottom plates (see Plates CU. 
and CVIII. ). They are connected by double butt straps 
(similar to · the vertical keel), which are double-chain riveted; 
<:xcept in the case of .those longituclin.als which make a \Vater-

/ 



tight division in the double bottom space, the butts of . 
are . g{lnerally treble chain riveted. Longitndinals, and tho 
vertical keel, have frequently been made of mild steel platct,. 
carefullv annealed, so as to break at about 32 tons to tho 
square inch. 

The inner or continuous angle-irons of the transYerat'! . 
frames inside the double bottom, pas~ through slots cut ~ 
the upper edges of the longitudinal plates, thus redn~ing tb~ · 
efl'ective breadth of these plates to the same as those nnmedi~ · 
n~ely outside the double bottom space, where the inner angle
iruns of the transverse frames pas<> above the inner edge of the 
lon(l'itudinal plate. The plates are lightened· and rendered 
mo~e uniformly strong by holes, these being of such a size as 
to leave at least the same effective sectional strength acro:;s 
the hole, as in the line of rivets through the angle-iron join· 
ing the longitudinal to .a watertight transverse frame. At 
inten-als holes are cut sufficiently large to allow :1 man ro 
pass through. . These holes, in consecutive longitudina.ls, are 
placed in alternate frnme spaces, so that complete access c:m 
be had to all parts of the fr,~ming beneath the ceiling, and in • 
the double bottom. Holes are not cut in the Jrame spaces 
where the longitudinal butts occur. The man-holes are 
oval-shaped, the sizes varying between 18 x 12 incl~s and 
22 x 18 inches. Small circular holes are also cut,' si1 y· to 
those in the transverse frames, to form watercourses.:'\ · ese 
are, of course, omitted in watertight longitudinals. ;_, ·· 

2. A continuous angle-iron riveted ·to theJower edge of 
the plate, generally on the side farthest from the h1iddle line. 
The lengths of these angle-irons are generally double those of 
the plates; their butts are shifted with regard to each otherr 
and to those of the bott.om and longitudinal plates (see Plate 
CU.); they are also carefully strapped with two rivets on. 
each side of the butt. 

Generally one of the longitndinals on each side is ,\·ater
tight throughout the length of the double bottom, in order to
divide that space into w<ttertight cells. In such case the: 
rivets in the inner and outer angle-irons are spaced .. about;, 
four to five diameters apart so as to get a caulk; else,yhere,. 
;tbout eight diameters is the usual spacing. 

It may be noticed in passing that in the 

.. . 
tLcrc are two outer angle-irons to each longitudinal, instead 
of one, a.s now fitted in such ships. · . 

3. An inner angle-iron which in~ wake of the double 
bottom is in short lengths between the transverse frames ; 
but outside that space it is continuous, in lengths about the 
t>ame as the outer angle-irons, to the butts of which they give 
t<h ift. In tills case, as before stated, the inner angle-irons of 
t lle transYerse frames pa:ss over the inside of the inner longi· 
tndinal angle-iron. · 

The longitudinals are always connected with outside 
ftrnkes of plating, and are placed, if possible, square to the 
ship's surface, so that the angle-irons do not require .beYelling 
when this end is attained. 

F~rmerly, it was the practice to score the longitudinal 
)'late, and joggle the angle-iron over the butts of tl!te bottom 
plating; but as it is inconvenient to defer fitting the longi
tudinal until the bottom plates are brought on, and as it is 
diflicult to butt the bottom plates so as exactly to fit the 
score, this practice is discontinued, and the butt strap of tlte 
plate is now fitted in two pieces, one of which is sometimes 
mn<ie to lap over and is riveted through the outer angle-iron 
of the longitudinal. 

The girth of the ship's bottom being considerably less at 
the extremities than at amidships, it is impossible to extend 
sll the longituclinals right fore and aft without unduly crowd
ing them togetl1er, and thus making the bow and stern· fram
ing inaccessible, and unnecessarily heavy. It is usual to stop 
one of the longitudinals at the extremities of the donhle 
bottom, and another at an intermediate position between 
these points, and the stem and stuffing-box bulkhead; two 
or three longitndinals generally extending from the former to 
the latter. A.t the bow, especially in ships constructed for 
ramming, the longitudinals on each side meet- and form 

· breast hooks, one or more of these being plated across from 
side to side ns far nft as a trn.nsverse bulkhead; and so the 
space before that bulkhead is thus divided into two or more 
watertight cells. The advantages of this alTangement in a 
ship intended for ramming are obvious. The modes of 
fram ing the bow are very various ; hat shown by Plate 
XCIX. being . the bow-framing of the Bombay Monitor• 

... 



Magdala. The same style is can-ied out aft as forward, 
not nearly to the same extent, framing of that kind 
being so much needed as at the bow. · . 

281 The Armour Shelf.-Althmiah the armour shelf 
recess plate is a part of the longitudin~l framing of the 
~as also other functions which we will briefly consider, 
mg th~ upper boundary of the bottom plating, and 
watertight connection between the latter and 
behind armour, it at the same time offers a suitable lOCleDileilt 
for the backing and armour. 

There h~~e be~n s~veral modes of coYtstructing the shelf, 
~nd of umtmg 1t with the bottom plating. . In the earlier- . 
Iron armour-clads the shelf was formed of a bent plate, which 
was rolled t? one of t~e shapes shown by fig. 31, and then ' 
bent, the pomt A fornnng the angle of the shelf. This was 
connected to tlJe plating behind armour by an angle-iron above 
and another below the shelf. It also lapped outside the 
upper strake of bottom pla~ing, thus taking the place of, an 
outer strake the smface bemg flush with that of the armour . . 

A 

)\. 

----~~~- ======~ 
Fig. 31. 

. The great expense attending this method, and the injury 
done to the J?la~es by bending, led to others being devised. · 
The first deviatwn from the preceding was in the case of 
the Hm·cules, the shelf of which was formed in the manner 
shown by Plate XCIV. This style has since been retained 
for sh~ps having wing passages, except in the case of the 
Capta~n, where the outer anale of the armour shelf was 
wid_er than in the H ercu_les, and instead of being tap riveted 
agamst the shelf plate, 1~ was connected by an edge strip to 
a nanower plate than m that ship · in otl1er respects the 
shelf was very similar to that shown by Plate XCIV. 

The preceding remarks apply to ships having wing-passage 
bulkheads, as shown in Plate XCIV. In the Invincible, 
yYc~ops,and so~eother recent ships, the wing-passage bulkhead 
lS dispensed w1th, and the inner bottom is continued to the 

pme heio-ht as the armom' ;helf,.the latter being conside~bly 
• ·idened in the wake of the inner · bottom, in order to form a 
... ide, watertight compartment between the shelf and .the next 
lon):{itudiMl below it. The longitudinal referr~d t? ~· n~ces
~rily, made watertight, and the compartment IS divided mto 
a number of cells by watertight transverse frames spac_ed 
about sixteen feet apart. The armour shelf of a large ship, 
when made in this way, is very wide in the wake of the double 
bottom (see Plate CIII.); elsewhere it is formed siniilarly to 
that shown by Plate XCIV. If possible, the whole width is . 
made of one plate, but when this cannot be done, two pla:tes 
ure riveted to each other with a lap-joint, the latter bemg 
situated inm1ediately below the angle-iron connecting the 
~l1elf to the plating behind armour, so as to receive the ~<arne 
ri,·ets. On the inner edge the shelf plate is connected to ~he 
inner bottom by a continuous an"le-iron, of much smaller siZe 
than that on the outer edge. The riveting of both edges is 
spaced for watertight work. . 

In the Devastation class of ships the armour shelf differs 
from those in their predecessors, inasmuch as, owing to the 
overhang of the armour, the shelf is in two pieces, the outer 
of which is connected on the outside of the ship to the bottom 
plating, and is tap-riveted underneath the ~rmour. . 

The butts of both the plates and contmuous angle-Irons 
composing the shelf are shifted wi~h regard to th~se ?f the 
remainder of the loncitudinal frammg, and the platmg m the 
vicinity. The butt ;traps are on the underside, ~eing g~ne
rallv double riveted as also are those of the angle-n·ons. The 

• ' k points of the rivets in the outer angle-irons are countersun , 
so that there may be a flush surface for the armour to rest 
upon. The armour shelf tapers in width forward 3:nd aft 
to suit the taperin(J' thickness of the armour and backmg. 

282. The Trans~erse Frames.-The transverse frames in 
an iron-clad ship consist of the following components:----

1. The outer or frame angle-iron; in short le~hs between 
the loncitudinals except in the case of watertight frames, 
where they are ~1ade staple-s/taped, so as to fit against the 
longitudinals. · 

2. The inner or continuous angle-iron, termed the reverse 
angle-iron, which in small ships extends from shelf to shelf> 



·but is generally in two lengths, butted and strapped 
~;hort distance from, and on alternate sides of, the keel. 

3. The bracket plates, fitted in pairs, one on each 
each longitudinal, being riveted to the frame and 
angle-iron, and connected to the longitudinal plate by a 
piece of angle-iron on each side of the lonaitudinal but 
one side of the frame only. The ea.rlicst iro~-clad shi'ps 
as the lVa1·rio1·, Northumberland, etc., had solid floor ' 
pierced with holes fitted between the longitudinals; instead 
bracket plates; the latter were first used in the Belleroplwn. 
· It is, perhaps, impossible to better describe the 
of the bracket system than in the words of the 
un?el: w~ose auspices it was first introduced. In his Sltifr" 
bu~ldmg ~n hon and Steel, Mr. Reed says:-"The objects of 
the invention and introduction of this system were to ·s1we 
weight, to simplify workmanship, and to add both to the 
strength and safety of the ship. The characteristic features 

' of the system are the adoption of an inner bottom, and of 
short angle-irons connected by bracket plates, in place. of 
staple and other forged angle-iron work. A ~rreat increase 
of l~ngi~udinal strength is gained by the use ol' much deeper 
long1tudmal frames than those of the Warrior and other of 
the earlier ironclads. Another important feature resulting 
from the employment of deep Jongitudinals is, that the space 
between the two bottoms is roomy and easy of access for 
cleaning and painting operations, which are essential to the 
preservation of an iron structure. FHcilities are also offered 
by these arrangements for letting in water between the 
botton:s to serve as ballast, the space being so divided into 
watert1ght compartments as to enable the officer to reQ"UJate 
the trim of the vessel by filling the fore or the aft spaces. 
Provision is, of course, made to pump out any compartment 
when required." 

Allnsion has already been made to the difference in the ' 
depths of the frames within and without the double-bottom 
space; a difference is also frequently made in the sp~tcincr 
and construction of the bracket f!-aming. The frames withii~ 
the double bottom are almost iilVarialJly spaced fom· feet . 
apart, outside those limits they are sometimes fou~: 
and at others two feet apart; although occasionally a tlu·ee- . 

ft.'('t spacina has been B.d~pted- Agam, the decrease. ~1. 
t,h(' depths 0of t)1e frames at the extremities often ren?er 1t 
impossible to have spaces between ~h~ brackeU! suffi.Clently 
j;

1
rge for man-holes, consequently 1t IS found cheaper and 

just as light to substitute for the bracket plates, sohd .Pl~tes 
pierced with holes at that part, in. a Ro:newhat s1milar 
ruar.ner to the portion of the frame unmed1ately below the 
armour shelf in Plate XCIV. The framing before and abaft 
tbr double bottom, when the latter is constructed as sho:vn 
h Plate CUI., is constructed similarly to the c?rrespondu~g. 
f

1
.1

1
mes of ships of which the double botto~1 1s f1-amed ill 

the manner sho'vn by Plate XCIV. Care l S taken to stop 
the reverse frames, and the frames behind armour, ~o that 
t l

1
ey may scarph over each other alt~rnately a:t d.iJferen~ 

distances from the armour shelf. For mstance, ill the He1· 
cules type of ships, the frames behind armour in the s.1-me 
tmnsverse sections as those of the bottom,* stopped alter
nately at the second longitudinal below the a:·mour shelf, and 
three feet below that point; the reverse angle-rrons of the ~me 
fmme extending as high as three feet above the same l?ngltn
dinal and to the longitudinal, alternately; thus causmg the 
scarphs of consecutive frames to be s~ted three feet clear cf 
ea~h other, the scarphs themselves beillg three feet long. 

A modified form of the bracket system has ?een adopted 
in some foreign ii·on-clad frigates recently deSlgned by Mr. 
E. J. Reed. Both the frame and reverse angle-irons of these 
ships are continuous, slots being cut at b?th ~he np]Jer and 
lower parts of the vertical keel and long1tudinals for these 
an<Tle-irons to pass through. The longitudinal.plates are 
co~tinuous, as before, but the angle-irons are illtercos~al, 
being in some cases worked staple-shaped, instead of usm~ 
short angle-iJ:ons to connect t!1e br~ket plates to the .lon~l
tudinals; this is often done ill ordmary .bracket framillg ~n 
the case of the fmmes beneath the engilles, and always m 
watertight frames. 

The reasons for framing in this manner appear to be two-

• The frames in the ·double bottom are spaced four feet apart, but 
those behind armour are two feet apart; hence alternate fra;';es 
behind armour are connected . ~o ~he frames of the bottom. I he 
()thers stopping at the first lonwtudin~l below the ru·mour shelf. 



fold. Fi1·st, in order to get increased transverse 
the ships being v~r!. wide in p:r:oportion to their length 
second, for the facilities offered m erecting this kind of 
(see Art. 285). . . 

283. Transverse Framing of Unarmoured War 
Reference ':as made in Art. 259 to the framing 
armoured ~hips of H.M. Navy, which is differently corLStt11ct:no 
to that of Iron-clad ships. 

In th~ midship part of these ships, for rather more 
half then· length,. the transverse frames are of two kinds, 
placed alternately (see Plates XCVI., CIV., and CV.). h 
the one case (Plate X ~VI.), the frame is composed of ·a 
frame and reverse angle-rr~n, which extend from upper deck 
to upper deck (the angle-Irons being necessarily in two or · 
three lengths), the butts of which give shift to each other 
(see Plate <:JV. ), and are carefully strapped. There are no 
floor plates m these frames, consequently they are of uniform 
depth throughout. 
. In the ?ther case, the frame is composed similarly to that 
JUSt descnbed, as low down as about the turn :of the bilge · 
(see -1• Plate CIV.); but ?elow that the frame deepens by 
stoppn~g the reve~·se angle-uon and introducing a floor plate, 
~xten.dmg ~ the mner edges of the longitudinal frames, the 
JUnctlOn bemg made. by scarphing the floor plate upon the 
upper. reverse angle-Iron, and continuing the lower reverse 
angle-rron as shown. · 

At the extremities of the ship, throughout the remainder 
of the length, all the fr:tmes are formed as in Plate XCVI. 

T~e fl?oi~ plates of th.e frames shown by Plate CIV., are 
worked~ mtercostal. pieces between the lon"itudinals and 
t~e ;ertiCal keel; be~ng 1~ierced with holes to lighten the 
fmmmg, produce umform1ty of strength, and allow ready 
ac?~ss through the frames under engines, boilers, btinkers, 
ce1lmg, etc. A double angle-iron is riveted to the inner 
edge of the flo~r pl~tes, being in short lengths like the latter. 

~84. Long1tudmal Framing of Unarmoured War 
Sh1p~.-The lon~itudinal frames below the turn of the bilge 
~re m two port10ns, one of which, the lower, is worked 
mtercostally between alternate transverse frames i th 
f h b Pl X ' · e., e rames. s own y ate CVI., while the upper portion is 

continuous. Thus the intercoskl portions are twice tlie 
room and space in length. The longitndinals are consequently 
fonned of the two sets of plates lapped and riveted together, 
~nd three angle-irons- viz., two on the upper and one on the 
lower edge. It will th11s be seen that the loi1gitudinal is 
constructed very similarly to the vertical keel as described 
at Art. 259. 

The outer angle-iron is intercostal, like the outer plates of 
thf• longitudinal. The latter extend to a sufficient ):uiight 
above the shallow frames (Plate XCVI.), to receive a row of" 
ri wts connecting them to the continuous plates of the longi-· 
tud i nal. The shift of butts of the latter, and their continuous 
angle-irons, follow the same rule as already stated (see Art. 
~ :3 ' '· and Plate CII. ). The longitudinal plates are lightened 
with holes similarly to the floor plates. 

B,· reference to P late XCVI., it will be seen that two lon
gitndinals are fitted above the turn of the bilge, where the 
fi•jor plates do not extend. Each of these is worked inter· 
co;;t.ally between all the frames, a portion projecting sufficiently 
fur on the inside to receive the rivets connecting to it twa 
continuous angle~irons, back to back, running across the 
insides of the reverse frames, and riveted to the fore and 
nft flanges of the latter. The longitudinals are connected to 
thP t ransverse frames of both kinds by short pieces of angle
iron as shown in the Plates. 

285. Systems of Building Bracket Framing.-There 
:tre several methods of putting together and erecting the 
fr.1m es of iron-clad ships. In describing one or two of the 
principal of these, we will assume that the angle-irons and 
bracket plates have been prepared, fit to go into place. 

The blocks. having been laid and duly sighted, the twa 
thicknesses of flat keel plates are prepared by means of the 
keel staffs and templates, the butts fitted, the holes punched 
or drilled, and the whole temporarily secured to the blocks 
in a conect position. The lower angle-irons of the vertical 
keel are next laid in place, the holes marked upon them 
fr·om the flat keel plates, and those to connect it to the 
vertical keel set off. The holes in these angle-irons are then 
punched or drilled, and the angle-irons temporarily secured 
in place. Next, the vertical keel plates are placed in posi-



tion, their ~utts fitted, the holes marked on them -
keel angle-rrons, and then punched or drilled. 
are al~·eady set off, and the holes for connectin . 
angl~-lrons to the flat keel plates set off and pun~hed 
the lmes of holes for connecting these frames to the. 
~eel are ~quared up, the holes set off also those for 
Irons on lts upp_er side. Then the slots in the u cr 
cut for the contmuous or reverse anoJe-u· ·ons t pp Th 1· ~ opass 
, e ang ~Irons at the upper edge of the vertical keel 
fitted until ~he reverse frames are crossed. The 
~am~ angle-u·on between the vertical keel and the 
ttltldbmal on each side are now temporarily secured 

rs een punched for the rivetino-. ' . 
When this stage is reached~ there are at least .· 

modes of procednre. In the Royal dockyards and on 
Thdames and Clyde, the reverse angle-irons are ~ext cros;;cd 
.an are supported by me f . "bb 1 . • th . . d ans o n anc s at therr npper ench 
~n e lll~l e surface, and then shored. On the M r th . 
rs~ longlt_udinal and the lower tiers of bracket ;1:::; ar: 

:x put mto place, and temporarily secured. after whi<·h 
e next row of frame angle-irons and their b. k t l ' 

then the second longitudinal and so o. n t th Iac e P ahtes; 
th h 1 b · ' ' o e armour s elf· · 

e w o e emg supported by ribbands and har ins wl· !' 
are ~xed and shored as the work proceeds ~f/. th- lHll . 

contmuous angle-irons are crossed and co . -t del I lS, the . 
cas~~ the bracket plates and angle-irons h=e~eeel~ con~=~: 
on e ground, and then erected. . 

The first-mentioned system seems to be tl r able l - · . Je more pre1er
• '·as l) securmg a contmuous an"le-iron of . . 
?Y nbbands and shores, the whole of the outer fr~:: f:ta~e 
Irons and bracket lllat es can be hun t 't :mg e
longitudinals are not quite ready to go Jt olr ' ev~~ if the 
when ~llese portions of the frame are hunog~oacthe. , t~ourse. ' 
an<Yle 1ro th 1 tte · . e con muouH 

o . - . n, e a r lS qmckly relieved of its we . .,. .. 
:placmg shores lmder the frames and th th . l.,ht by 
Iron acts as ~ ribband to keep the framee~o it: ~~:e:se angle-
\ 'fh~8£2ra~mg recent~y adopted by l\ir. Reed ref!;ed to 

-' r · "" , IS very readily erected. The outer :.U 1 . 
~st crossed in place before the vertical keel is 1!;-~o:: the 

tkeel plates; these are connected bvribban:ds a dph ed ... • nsm;. 

BUILDING FRAliES 

~I'd, the bracket plates' a~d l~ngitudinals are placed upon 
th·· frnme angle-irons and temporarily secured, and then the
inuer angle-irons are crost~ed. The short angle-irons (if any)· 
co-m necting the longitudinals and bracket plates being next · 
tittro, ~he whole is riveted together. 

In every case it is usual to frame the midship portion or 
the ship fir::ft, as high as the armour shelf, or even above; . 
... :. that the armour plating may be proceeded with amidships, 
"' !tile the more difficult framing at the bow :r::ul stern is. 
\w ing erected. 

286. Building Frames of Unarmoured War Ships.~The-
f .. ll(lwing was the mode of procedure in building the Active, 
the fmming of which is shown by Pln,tes XCVI. and CIV. 
Aft,·r the flat keel pbtes were bent, the edges and butts were· 
lined off and sheared. Lines were also struck upon them, 
fl•r the centres of the rivet holes at the edges a.nd butts,. 
:\nrl along the centre for the angle-iron connecting it to the 
wrtical keel. The rivet holes were then set off :md punched. 
The plates were fitted together upon the hh,cks, temporarily 
11nited, and butt straps fitted ; the holes being marked UJ)Oll 

the;n from the plates, and then pnnched. · 
Tlll' outer angle-irons were next erect.ed, and temporarily· 

secured to ribbands prepared for that pnrpose; the reverse 
n.ncrle-irons were then crossed and secured to the flat keel 
pl~es. The intercostal floor plates were also got into place 
>llld temporarily fastened to the outer angle-irons until the 
longitnclinals were .ready, when som<~ of them were removed 
to facilitate ·th'~ fixing of the longitudinal plates. All the 
fr,unes were inclined slightly forward of their true position 
at their upper extremities, but were kept well to tl1eir correct 
stations on the keel plates. This w~B done to allow for the 
usual tendency to set aft as the work proceeds. The ·whole 
of the plates forming the keei., both continuous and inter
eostaL were put in place singly after the frames and reverse . 
frames were in position. At each intermediate frame one of · 
the floor plates adjacent to the keel was removed, being taken 
from each side alternately, for greater convenience when 
getting the continuous plates of the keel into place, and were 
t·eplaced as soon as possible afte1; these plates were got up . 
The· butts of the latter were then fitted, their holes set olr 



and punched. The longitudinals were next 
means being adopted as when fitting the vertical 

287. Frames behind Armour.-ln the earlier IrO:Dt!JJH!it 

the frames behind armour consisted of a ~inch plate, 
inches wide, cmmected to tl1e plating behind armour. 
two angle-irons, a single angle-iron being riveted on the 
.edge. The plate was reduced in width to 7 mches at 
franJing of the bottom, and, with the angle-iron on the inn• 
.edge, was continuous from gunwale to gunwal~; . 

In the B elle1·ophon, and succeeding ships,4be"franJes behmc1 
armour consist of a reverse angle-iron 10 .i.nclies wide, whicla. · 
is connected with two angle-irons to the plating behind 
,armour. When a \ling passage bulkhead is fitted, this re
verse frame extends down as far as about the second Ion~· 
tndinal from the armour shelf, being reduced in breadth Ul 
,about 5 inches, and scarphing with the continuous angle-iron 
.of the bracket framing. The two outer angle-irons of the . 
frames behind armour extend to about midway between the 
,shelf and the adjacent iongitudmal; both are riveted to the 
-£olid plate, and stop at about 18 inches from each other. 

"When the armour shelf is constructed as shown by Plate 
ern .. then the frames behind armour in the wake of the 
.double bottom are connected in the manner shown. In this 

· .case, the union is aided by means of the bracket at B; some- · 
times, however, when the lower deck beam is above the 
-level of the shelf, .a bracket plate is fitted so as to connect 
·the beam, shelf, and fi·ame behind armour. 

288. Frames above Armour.-At the present day, when 
.th~-; armour plating is being concentrated in a belt at the , , 
·water line, and the ship's side above that belt is left unpro-
1-ected, except from bullet fire, a great proportion of the 

· framil1g above the water line .is included under the above 
heading, These fra:mee are necessarily very slight, bemg 
made sufficiently strong t.Lat, with the side plating and 
pillars, they may efficiently support the weight of the decks 
above, together with their armaments, and altogether give 
the necessary structural strength. They are usually of two 
'kinds, . placed alternately, about two feet apart. The larger 
-size consists of an angle-iron about 7 x 3! x f,; in., with a 
-1·everse angle-iron about 2t x 2i x -f"fi in., while the othel· 

u a.n angle-iron about 4 x '!lj x ~ in. The feet of both are 
bent clown and connected to the platmg of t~e deck 
i mmediately above the armour belt (generally the mam deck), 
tl1e junction being effected silnilarly to that shown by B, 
Plate eiii. In the wake ot the explosion of the heavy guns,. 
as at the embrasures, etc., the whole of the frames are of the 
larger size. f 



CHAP'fER XIX. • 
289. Outer Bottom Plating.-Independent of its 

-purpose to keep the ship afloat, this is 
Im_Portant p~rt of the structure, especially so m merchant 
~]ups. By far the greater portion of the material worked . 
mto the hulls o( the la~te:· is_ in the form of bottom plates. 
Indeed, a merchant sh1p IS httle other than a shell of iron 
pl~tes stifl(med by ~ransverse ribs. The bottom platiug 
hemg, then, such an 1mportani; item in the con::.tructiou of 
the shi]~, so mt~ch o~ the weight put into the hull being . 
necessanl,r req_mred m order to obtain a watertight and , 
comparatn·ely Impenetrable bottom, it becomes a matter of · 
considerable moment to so arran.ooe and secure these plates · ·. 
as to obtain their m?oximum effiei~ncy. ' 

The Lottom plates are always arrano-ed in lon(l"itudll.Jal 
strakes, lik~ the planks in wooden ship; The plates in all 
cases are nveted to the frames, and connected to each othe1· 
by str~ps at their ~u~ts,_ and ?Y either lap joints or · strip!> 
a.t their edges, lap JOmhng bemg by far the more commo11 
method. 

Tlwre is scarcely any variety in the connection of the 
plates to the frames, this beilF' dm1e with a si.I1o-le row of 
rivets in the fram e angle-irons, spa{:ed seven to nineo. diameters 
apart by Lloyd's, an~ eight diameters by the Liverpool, rules. 

~9~. Flush Platmg.- In the early days of iron ship
bmlJmg, seveml system~ of combining the bottom plates. 
·were adopted before bmlders were agreed, as it were by 
common consent, to the form now in vogue. Among thesa
early systems was t~at of .flush or j?tmp joints and butts con
nected by edg~ stnps and butt straps on the inside surface. 
These _edge stnps were themselves, in some cases, connected 
at therr butts by straps. In some instances the butt straps 
·were fitted between the edge strips, and in othC'r» 

'SHIFTS OF BUTTS. 

ma_rle the full widt~ of tl;e p~te, by joggling them over the 
11tnps so as to receive some of the rivets in the edooe fasten
ing. Liners, the width of the frame an...,le-irons ;ere fitted 

• 0 . ' 

~tween th~ stnps behind the frames, the strips being con-
tmuous behmd the angle-irons . 

. 291. The Clinker System.-Again another, termed the 
clmke_r, arrangement was sometimes adopted, the connection 
m this case being by lapping the edaes one upon another 
after the fashion of boat planks. In this case tapered liner~ 
were. require~, thus rendering the system rather expensive, 
notWithstanding that less rivetina and material were required 
than by the preceding method. "' 
. 292. Lamb's System.-A system just the reverse of that 
m Art. 289, was patented by Mr. Lamb in 1856. This con
sists in fitting the edge strips on the 0~1tside surlace and 
thus rendering ' liners unnecessary. Like the fust-n~l'ned 
system, this has the advantaooe of the resistance to vertical 
shearing forces offered by adJacent edges which rest upon 
each other .. It has a disadvantage as regards cost of riveting 
compared With the system now practised (Art. 293). Lamb's 
system has been adopted in the ship Inconstant of H.M. 
Navy, the strips being made thick in order to receive the 
~crew fastenings of the plank with which that ship is sheathed, 
m order that the bottom may be coppered, to prevent fouling 
(see fig. 38 ). 

293. The Raised and Sunken Plate System is tl}at at 
present practised; and ·we will now proceed to consider the 
differences in the arrangement of butts, riveting. etc., which 
are adopted in plating the bottoms of ships in this way. 

294. Shifts of Butts.-The bottom plates being butted 
either at the middles of the frame spaces or at some other 
constant distance from the frames, generally the former, it 
consequently follows that the lengths of the plates are mul
tiples of the room and space. In order to get an even and 
simple arrangement of butts, the bottom plates extend over 
the same number of frame spaces throughout, with the excep
tion of those at the extremities of the ship. .By both Lloyd's 
and the Liverpool rules, the bottom plates are never less than 
five frame spaces in length, and as these spaces range between 
21 and 24: inches, it follows that the minirr:nun limik range 

4 u 
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. between 8 feet 9 inches and 10 feet in length. · As a 
of fact the lengths usually employed in large ships are betG1n~ 
10 feet 6 inches and 12 feet, although it is not at all unw;ti&L 
especially in H.M. ships, to find lengths of 16 feet 
upwards employed. . . . . . ' 

Lloyd's rules further requrre that butts m adJommg st~ 
shall not be nearer to each other than two frame spaces, ana 
the butts of alternate strakes are not to be under each 
but shifted not less than one frame space. These restriction~ 
~i.re not very exacting, as it is neither difficult nor expensive 
to provide even a superior arrangement to that dem~ded. 
Plate CVI. shows the diagonal mTangernent, such as lS now 
commonly adopted at the principal iron shipbuilding estab
lishments, including the Royal dockyards; also Plate CVJll. 
shows the shift of butts of one of H.l\L ships arranged by 
this system. In the former disposition it will be seen that 
there are no butts in alternate frame spaces, and in both the 
Plates consecutive butts in the same frame space are alter- . 
nately on outer and inner (or raised and sunken) strakes. . 

Before the improvements in the manufacture ·of iron had 
enabled the makers to supply plates of such lengths as have, 
just been named, the iron shipbuilder was conside~bly 
limited in the disposition of the butts of bottom platmg. 
The brick arrangement was >ery common, and even now iH 
sometimes adopted, although never in classified ships. By 
this system the butts of alternate strakes are in vertical 
lines, each butt being placed at the middle Gf the lengths of 
the plates immediately above and below it. Consequently, 
one line of butts are a.ll those of outer strakes, and the next 
those of inner strakes. When the plates are arranged so as 
to have the same apparent breadth, and therefore the inner 
are >vider than the outer strakes by twice the width of the 
edge lap, then on the supposition that the butt, even when 
strapped, is a place of weakness, it necessarily follows that 
a ship plated on this syRtem is weaker across a line of butts 
of inner than of outer strakes. This can be, and is, some
times prevented, both when plating by this and other systems 
haying the same defect, by making all the strakes of the same 
width. By the diagonal system, shown on Plate CVI., the 
relative widths of the strakes is almost immaterial. It should 

. THE INNER STRAKES. 307 ... 
l>e remarked that the garboard strakes are shifted clear of the 
keel scarphs, and are never nearer each other on opposite 
sides of the ship than two spaces of frames, as shown by 
Plate CVT. 

Plate XCV: shows the disposition of butts in the bottom 
plating of an iron-clad ship, where the plates are 16 feet 
long, and the room and space 4 feet. 

The butts are disposed on a half block model, from which 
also the edges are transferred to the scrive board or mould 
loft floor. In ordering the plates from the maimfacturer, 
the lengths are measured from the model and the breadth 
from the scrive board or mould loft floor. After the frame 
angle-irons are bent and adjusted, the positions of the plate 
f·dges are nicked upon them with a centre ptmch or cold 
<:hisel, so that the plates ca.n be "pitched" in the positions 
indicated by these marks; care being taken that the edges 
are in fair lines, got in by the aid of shearing· battens. 

295. Fitting the Plates.-The ship being fi·amed
1 

and 
the beams and stringers riveted in place, the plating is pro
Cf'eded with; the plates received from the manufacturer, 
when for high class ships, having been first tested and proved 
sound, and of good quality. The stations of the several 
plates are sometimes indicated to the foreman in charge of 
the work, by a duplicate of the model, or by a sketch show
ing an expansion of the bottom plating; but on the Clyde, a 
copy of the book by which the iron is ordered, is all the 
information afforded. It being usual to mark the strakes 
alphabetically, and to number the plates in each strake, the 
workman is thus guided in pitching them. 

296. The Inner Strakes (or sunken strakes) are, neces
sarily, the first to be fitted; generally commencingwith those 
next to the garboards, the latter being outer strakes (see 
Plate LXXXIX., and fig. 2, Plate XCII.). Sometimes the 
fitting of the outer strakes is commenced directly two inner 
stra kes are £tted, but very frequently the whole of the inne1· 
strakes are fitted in place before commencing the outer. 

Templates are used for taking account of the rivet holes 
in the inside strakes con·esponding 'to those in the frames, 
.when the plates are too heavy to be held in place, and there 
marked. Some builders use templ:~.te.<; ·very sparingly, pre-
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ferring rather to fix a plate, weighing as much as h&lf A toa,. 
temporarily in place, in order to mark the rivet holes. TbMt 
templates are of several kinds, but that most commonl1 ·"' 
use consists of two battens, of tinch fir (see fig. 32), reprt. 
senting the edges of the plate, with a cross batten nailed at 
every frame space corresponding with the frame angle-~ 

L_ ·l __ _ _ _l __ f-------- _ _ __!~----· ·. I . .J __j 

I 

\ 
I 

CI_L~·:r-~--+-, - - - -r · i--·b 
Fig. 32. 

This template or ba.tten mould is fixed by means of "hutch 
hooks" against the frames, at the place where the plate is to 
be fitted, and the lines of the butts and edges are marked 
upon it. At the same time the positions of the rivet holes 
in the frames are copied upon the template,. by dipping a 
hollow cylinder of wood or ir.on in whiting, and putting it 
through the holes in the angle-irons. The template is then 
laid upon the plate, and the lines of edges and butts, also 
the frame rivets, are copied upon it, the latter being performed 
by means of a" marker" or reversing tooL( see Plate CVII.). 
This is done by dipping the projection A in whiting, and 
then holding the reversing tool as shown by the Plate; the 
hole B be:ll1g :llnmediately over the whiting mark for the 
rivet in the template. Then by pressing the lower fork 
down upon the plate, a circular mark is made, which, when 
punched out, gives the rivet hole in the correct position. 

The edges and butts of the plates are lined off, the edges 
being sheared when for inside strakes, while both the edges 
of outside strakes and all the butts are generally planed to 
the lines. Sometimes the butts are also sheared, ill which 
case they a.re fitted by chipping and "j nmping" them; that 
is, by hammering the butt of the plate until it fitS' against 
the butt of the next pbte. "Jumped" butts, ·now dis-

THE INNER STRAKES. 

allowed by Lloyd's ru1es, ;re obViously inferior in qua:litJ: of 
workmanship to those which are prepared under the planmg 
machine. Indeed, the jumping system is now mrely adopt_ed, 
;md only in small yards where there is a lack of pla.nmg 
tnacbin~s. When the butts are jumped, the Liverpool rules 
require th,at "the ridge formed by jumping shall be chiselled 
off the inside ill order that the butt straps shall fit closely; 

' . " tlte rid"'e outside to be hammered mto the seam. . · 
The ~do·es and butts of a plate of ::m mside strake having . 

lwen cut "'and the holes for the frame rivets transferred from 
the template, the centres of the holes in the edges and butts 
LaYe next to be lined off. The holes are usually set off by 
means of patterns or templates, ~• pair. of w~~ch serve _for 
the edges of that portion of the bottom m wh1c!l the. plating 
li; of . the same thickness. One of these templates 1s made 
to suit the rivets of the portion of an edge in a frame space 
whcrP. there is no butt on either of the adjacent plates, and 
the other for the case where a butt occurs. The reason for 
this will be seen by reference to Plate XCV. When the 
plates are of the same breadth, a singlP. b~tt stmp template 
will suffice; but, in any case, a template smted for _the butt of 
a wide plate can generally be utilized for s~ttmg off the 
rivet~ in the butts of all plates of the same thiCkness. The 
rivet holes marked on these templates are bored out, and 
tl t us the holes are easily trans
fened to the plate by J,Deans 
of the hollow cylinder and 
whiting. 

Shou1d it be necessary to 
•rive m:eat curvature to the 
b "' . b b plate, the latter lS ent e-
cween iron rolls, the exact 
shape of the plate being ob
tained by the aid of section 
moulds having straight edges, 
which are out of winding 
·when the plate is to the re- . Fig. ~3. . 
quired form, the mo:Uds b~ing held m the1~· proper ;posl: . 
tions. There are varwus kmds of plate-bendillg machilles, 
a sectional view of one variety is shown by fig. 33. It co~· 
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sists of three iron rollers, each about 16 feet long and 20 
in diameter. The upper roller rests in bearings, being 
to revolve, but not turned by the machinery which caUjlqf 
the two lower rollers to revolve. It can be raised or low{"reil 
to suit the circumstances of the case, this being done by tl10 
aid of a lever. When being bent, the plate is _lifted hy • 
11umber of men, under the direction of the "p1ater" iu 
chaJ;ge, who hold the plate in the necessary position for 
obtaining the required curvature and twist. Tbe plates are 
bent cold, unless very considerable curvature is required, as 
at the boss. Generally, when the plate is forged to its shape, 
a skeleton mould is made for it, constructed of small iron 
rods bent and welded together. In this way the inner strakea 
are cut, bent, punched, and fitted, after which they are ; tem
porarily secured in place by means of nut :md screw bolts, 
"cott.ers," etc., until the outer strakes are brought on. 

297. The Outer Strakes (or raised strakes).-The gar
board strakes are the most difficult to prepare of the outer 
stra.kes of bottom plating, when. either the bar or side bar 
system of keel is adopted. The difficulty referred to arises 
from the furnacing which these plates must undergo, before · 
they can be bent to the angle between the bottom of the 
ship and the side of the keel (see A, fig. 2, Plate XCII.). 
This bending is very carefully performed, the plate being 
usually bent on a east-iron slab, and then proved by section 
moulds. In order to get a satisfactory set of rivet holes for 
connecting the garboard strakes to the keel and adjacent 
plating, it is advisable to shore the plate in place, am/mark 
the rivets in that position. 

Templates are generally used in taking account of the 
rivets in the edges of the inner strakes, above and below the 

. outer strake to be fitted, for the purpose of setting them off 
upon the latter; except in the case of light plates, which are 
held up or shored in place, and the holes marked upon them. 
As already mentioned, some builders prefer hplding up or 
shoring, and then marking the holes on heavy plates in this 
way. The template employed for outside strakes is similar 
to that shown by fig. 32, and the holes are transferred from. 
them to the surface of the plate by means of the 
shown by Plate CVII. 

If• 

. SHEER STRAKES. 

A patented template has l>een used on the Thames, naving 
:t number of revohi.ng tongues of zinc working on its edges, 
with holes in them. These tongues can be set in any direc
tion, so as to indicate the position of the rivet holes in the 
inner strake of plating. No reverser is required with this 
template. The template commonly in use on the Thames is 
similar to that shown by fig. 32, except that the two extreme 
cross battens are connected to the upper and lower battens 
with working joints, and the remaining cross battens are of 
thin iron, which can be set to the positions of the frames. 
The holes for the butt straps of the outer strakes are set off 
similarly to those of the inner strakes; also the butts are 
fitted and the edges sheared as before stated. 

298. Sheer Strakes.-As every precaution should be taken 
in building a ship to have the material most efficiently dis
posed, it necessarily follows that the greatest longitudinal 
strength should be given at the upper and lower parts; being 
where the greatest tendency to extension and compression 
occur. The vertical keel, side keelsons, and the other longi
tndinnl connections in thei1· vicinity, ·whoo properly ar
ranged, afford the required strength at the lower part: 
we have now to consider one of the principal modes of 
providing corresponding resistance at the upper part of the 
ship. 

Sltem· stmkes are the strakes of the plating (generally ou-ter) 
which are adjacent to the principal decks; the strake in the 
wake of the main deck .being that to which attention is 
chiefly given. In vessels of extreme length this stl-ake ·is 
doubled for a considerable distance amidships, and in all cases 
it is thicker than the adjacent strakes ~see Plate LXXXIX.), 
and should be connected to the deck-stringer plate. No 
holes should be cut in these strakes without compensation, 
this beino- effected either by doubling the plates above and 
below, 01':' by strengthening the stringers; the former being 
the most effectual method. 

It may be remarked that the plates at the bilges ·are 
thickened, and frequently doubled, for a considerable length 
amidships in very. long ships; the extent to which either of 
these is done being laid down by Lloyd's and the Liverpool 
rules. In the latter case the butts of both thicknesses are 
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carefully strapped, and the two thicknesses riveted 
between the frames . . 

299. Riveting in Bottom Plating.-Reference has 
been made to the riveting of the bottom plating; we will 
consider this subject somewhat more in detail. It will be 
obvious that since the bottom plating occupies such 
important position in the structure, the riveting upon 
the effici0ncy of the plating entirely depends must be 
of careful attention. 

There are three sets of rivets in the bottom plates of a. 
viz., those in the edges, butts, al1l1 frames (whether 

'verse or longitudinal). Unless the frame is watertight, the 
rivets connecting the bottom plating to it are openly 
spaced, generally from seven to nine diameters of theJiivet. 
from centre to centre; but at the watertight transverse and 
bulkhead frames th ~ rivets are spaced about six diameters ... 
apart, while in the watertight longitudina.Js the spacing is 
about five diameters. 

The rivets in the edges arc sometimes in a single, and at 
other times in a double, row. Lloyd's rules require, that " in 
all vessels the edges of tl1e garboard strakes and the lower 
edges of sheer strakes are to be double riveted. When the 
remaining outside plating is -.A of an inch in thickness, or less, 
the edges may be single riveted; when the plating is above 
that thickness, the edges must be double riveted, from the 
keel to the height of the upper part of the bilge~, all fore and 
aft. In all vessels the edges of the plating above this height 
(excepting the lower edges of sheer strakes) may be single 
riveted if the plating is ! tr of an inch, or less, in thickness; 
but if above that thickness thev must be double riveted." 
The Liverpool rules also requit~e the same conditions. In . 
the Royal Navy double r-iveting is always adopted in edges, 
except in cases of ships sheathed with wood, which are single 
riveted at the edges, the plates being thinner than those in 
ships of the same size which are not sheathed. The narrow 
lap for a single row is shown by Plate XCVI. · 

Double riveting is of two kinds, viz., chain and zig-zag. 
The former is shown in Plate XCV., and fig. 3, Plate XCI.; 
while the latter is shown by fig. 2 on the same Plate. The 
Liverpool rules require chain riveting for all double and 

RIVETING IN BOTTOM 

t:-eble riveted joints and britts, ' but Lloyd's rules merely · 
recommend its use, without enforcing the same. 

.A. crain the Liverpool rules permit the rivets in the edges 
of the ~beer and garboard strakes to be of the size cor
responding to the thickness of the adjacent str~es (.A..r_t. 327), 
hut that the rivets in the butts shall be the slZe 1-eqmred for 
J•htes of equal thickness. . 

By both the rules it is required that the_ WI~ths of the laps 
of the plate edges shall not be less tl1an SIX diameters of the 
rivet when double chain riveting is adopted; and tbree and ~ 
half 'diameters when single riveting is worked. The Adnn
r:tlty practice is rather less than the above. 

As a general rule rivets should neve~ be nearer the butt 
or edge of any plate, angle-iron, edge stnp, or butt str~p, than 
a space equal. to its own diam.eter:, a little more bemg pre
ferable; and m edge or butt nvetmg the space between two 
consecutive rows of rivets must not be less than one and a 
half times their diameter, one and two-third times being 
preferable. 

Butt straps of bottom plating are always, at least, double 
riveted and sometimes treble riveted. The butt straps are 
the sa~e thickness as. the plates they unite,~~ th? strap _is 
cut with the grain of the iron in the same rorect.wn. as m 
these plates. Lloyd's rules require a length equal to t~en 
diameters of the rivet for double-riveted straps, and mneteen 
<liameters for treble. The requirements of the Liverpool rules 
vary from thirteen to fourteen diameter~ for double, and 
demand eighteen diameters for treble, nveted st1:aps. In 
both these rules the lengths of the straps have been mcrease~ 
by one or two diameters during r~cent years. The .Admi
ralty practice is aJ:>out twelve diamet~rs for double, and 
s ixteen and a half diameters for treble, nveted butts. 

Lloyd's fm·ther stipulate that the rivets in both edges and • 
butts shall be spaced not more than four and a halftimes their 
diameter from centre to centre ; and this is tl}e Admiralty 
practice. By the Liverpool rule~, however, the spacing is 
four diameters apart. In treble-r1veted butts both the rules 
permit alternate rivets to be omitted on· the. farthe~t rows 
from the butt; this pract'ice is not observed m platmg the 
bottoms of iron ships. 
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The rivets in edges, butts, and angle-irons sh~uld 
punched from the faying su?ja£es; that is, the faying 
faces ~re to b~ uppermost when the plates are held to 
punchmg machme; as by this means the conical form 
to t~e lwle by the punching tool is such that when the 
are m place and the holes coincident, the latter are the 
of two ~rus~rums of cones joined at their small ends. 
extra bmdm15 effect of the rivet by this aiTangement 

. ~ardly be pomted out. The holes for the frames, and 
m the edges of tl1e raised strakes, also those in the 
s~raps, are c?unt0rsunk on the outer surface; the co;un1~ 
smk gen~rally ext:nding through the thickness of the plate. 
The outs~de_ or pomt of the rivet is chipped flush, or nearly . 
so, af~er It I~ hammered up; the usual practice being to chip 
the nvet pomts sli~htly convex beneath the water line, bu~ 
flush abov:·. The nvets should be of a conical shape under 
the h~ad, m ord~r ~o fill up the conically-shaped holes in the 
angle-Iron~ and Inside strakes of plating. 

3~0. Lme!s.-The raised and sunken system of bottom 
pl~tmg reqmres liners to be fitted between ·the outer or 
raised strakes, and the fi·ames. Except in the watertio-ht · 
frame~ these liners are about the same width as the fra~e 
angl_e-11·ons, an~ the rivets connecting the frames to the 
platmg necessanly pass throuo-h the line1~ · <·' 
. In the preceding article it"' was remarked that while the·•<.ftf' 
nve~s con:1ecting ordinary frames and bottom plat~s are seven 
to nm~ di~meters apart, those in the watertight frames are 
?nly SIX di~meters. ~though this is . a wider spacing than 
IS a?opt~d m watertight joints at other parts of the ship, 
yet It will be observed that a row of rivet holes so arran«ed 
reduces the st1:e1~th of the ship at a line passing thro;ah 
them by one-sixth, and even more than this if we take into 
acco~t the deterioration in the quality of the iron in the 

.remamder ?f the section caused by punching these holes. In 
order to brmg up the _strength of the ship at this. section to 
t~e same as _at an ordmary frame, the liners at these water" 
tig~t _frames m H. l\~. ships are made wide enough to take two 
add1twnal rows of nvets on each side of the frame and thus 
s~rve as butt s~raps to Join the portions of the plate on both 
Sides of the hne of 1wets. (See the watertight frame in 

FRAME SPACING IN RELATION 

PL'lte XCV.) Lloyd's and the Liverpool rules require that 
tl11 · liners shall extend from the fore side of the frame before 
th~· watertight frame or bulkhead, to the aft side of the frame 
abaft it. It should be remarked that in the ships of the 
Royal Navy the longitudinal frames afford a connection 
!)(' tween the portions of the plates on both sides of a line of 
ri ,·et holes, which is altogether wanting in ships built on the 
transverse system (see Art. 278). Besides this, the frame 
~pace is so small ·in merchant ships, compared with the · 
l• ·Jtgth of the butt strap, that a double row of rivets on each 
6ide of the angle-iron is nearly tantamount to the require
llll: nts of the rules alluded to. 

301. Stealers.-As already stated (Art. 138), the great 
t!iflerence between the girth of the ship at amidships and the 
extremities renders it necessary to end some of the ·strakes 
of bottom plat ing before reaching the bow and stern, parti
cularly the former. Plate CVIII. shows an expansion of 
Lhc forward portion of the bottom plating of an ironclad. 
It will be seen by reference thereto that the two uppermost 
strakes terminate before reaching the bow at the points S, S; 
two strakes in each case blending together so as to form one. 
This union is effected in different ways, that shown by Plate 
CJX. being very satisfactory. It will be seen that X stra.ke 
is :L stealer finishing at its fore end flush with IX strake . 
Tl1e manner in which this is done is shown by the sec
tion at A, B, and C. The edges of the plates are rabbeted 
together, the rabbet being 7 feet long. The edges of the 
plates are strengthened at the joint by an edge strip, as 
sl10wn; tl).e latter being formed to serve also as a butt strap 
at the end of the stealer. E E E represent tapered liners 
in the wake of the frames. 

302. Frame Spacing in Relation to Butt Fastening.
U niformity of strength in the connection of the bottom 
plates at their butts and edges is of the highest importance; 
and, as we have already seen, the butts should be carefully 
shifted and strapped in order to insure this result. · 

The weakness at a section passing through a line of frame 
rivets in the bottom plating is evidently una voidable; and 
the best practice has been to take the tensile strength of 
such a section as a standard in calculatiollS for regulating. 
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the fastenings at the butts. l\Ir. W. H. White, 
.sional Secretary to the Admiralty Council of '"'"'"'"" 
in an interesting and instructive paper read by hln: 
bst (1873) annual meeting of the Institution of 
_Architects, has shown that the franie spacing is nn 
portant element in such a calculation ; and that the 
vantages of long plates aml a careful shift of butts 
frequently been neutralized by the dose spacing of 
now adopt~d in the merchant navy, and required by 

,and the Liverpool rules. 
The author in his paper says:-

" Supposing the butt of any particular sti:ake to be that 
. conside~·ation, ~t would be proper, according to the ordinary mef.hod.· 
to consider tins butted strake to be associated with and helped by 
two out of .the four passing strakes which on either side intervems. 
b~tween this butt a_nd the next butt falling in the same frame sp&Ot. 

·with It. If the shift gave only two passing strakes between con• 
.secutive butts, then the butted strake would be supposed to \,. 
he~pe~ only by one st_rake on either side, and so on. Having settled 
this ImJ>?rtant conditwn, the strength of the strakes associated 
togeth<:r IS calcula~ed for the weakened section adjacent to the butt ; 
anrl this strength JS _made the standard of comparison for breaking 
strengths correspondmg to other less direct, but not improbable, modes 
of fracture, which would lead to the rupture of the passing sti·akca 
and the tearing asunder either of the butt or of the butted strake' 
at some section near the butt. The plan: however, is principal!; 
-usdul as a mode of analysmg cases "·hen the frame space and shift 
of butts are both de~ermined upon; and for our present purpose 
some further assumptwns are necessary. These will be briefly SWll · 
marised, and then applied. 

"First, it will be taken for granted that the maxinmm amount of 
. succour ~hich a butted sti·ake can receive from the adjacent passing 
st~akes, IS detenmned by. the shearing strength of the edge rivets 
lymg between the necessarily weakened section of the platina nearest 

·to the butt, and some line ac!·oss t.he butted plate, or the bt~tt strap, 
made unusually weak by bemg pierced to receive the butt fasten· 
ings. This is r~ally ~:mly equi'Yalent to saying that the passing 

_ strakes are far more likely to y1eld at their weakened sections in . 
·wake of the frames than at their practically uDpierced sections inter
medJate between the frames; and that the question whether tho 

·butted strake will yield at the same section, or ha,•e its edge fasten
mgs sheared and Its butt torn asunder, depends mainly upon the 
strength of the edge fastenings between the butt and the weakened 
section at the frame. 

" ''Secondly, since the utmost help which can be given to the 
,.t>trake by any shift of butts is limited by the shearing strength 

,\.· 

IN RELATION TO BUTT 

these ed"e nvets, it follows tliat wilcn the number of passing str:.kcs 
between" consecutive butts lying in the same frame spac!l has been 
made sufficiently great to secure the fracture of those passmg strakes 
4 t their weakened section, all further addltlons to the number of 
passing strakes are comparatively useless. _ 

"It w·ill be obvious that the number and sheanng strength of the 
afore-mentioned edge rivets is practically governed by the fra?1e 
space; and it is on .this account that frame space has_ such an nn
>ortant influence ' on the arr:1ngement of the butt fastemn~s. _ 

\ "This departure from the ordinary method of c~lculabon :Will be· 
seen to lead to a considerable saving of labour; be?Ides enablmg th_e 
effects of frame space and ~hift of butts to be constdered separate]~, 
and determining the shift of butts that shoul~ be_ made use of m 
association with a certain frame space and edge nvetmg. The butt~d 
strake is in fact tre:>ted far more independently, although not dis
sociated from th~ passing strakes." 

Havino- o-iven some specimen calculations to illustrate his-
"'" . h' nr"mnents, l\lr. vVhite further states m lS paper :-

~.Apart from quantitati,·e results, h?wever, it must be admitte<l 
that the easiest and best way of securmg proper strength for the 
butts is to increase the spacing of the trar:sve!se frames, and thus t<: 
succour the butt fastenings by the edge nvetmg to a _gr~ater degree 
than is now possible. This conclusion, supported !l's 1t IS by numer
ous calculations, furnishes another argmr.ent agamst the ordmary 
system of ~ramin~ -iron ships ; an~ although not ':orthy to he name~ 
in companson w1th the more weigh~y argument~ b~e.d upon ~ con 
sideration of the strength of the ship as a whole, I~ IS not without 
force. There can be little question but that a ?onJnderable loss of 
strenrrth in t-he skin plating, at present resulting from the close 
spaci~rr of the transverse frames, would be avoided if these frames 
were ~paced more widely; _and i~ is _to be hor.ed that before long 
some clian~re of the kind will be nuttated. " Ith a frame space of 
say 3!, or 4ft., and with plates from 10 to 12 ft. long, the present 
defective butt fastenings might easily be made ~ll th~t could be 
wished without incurrinrr any additional cost or mvolvmg any ad· 
tlitionai weight on the skft1 itself." 

Further calcnlatiom; mnde by the author, 
" Show that one passing sti·ake between consecutive b.utts would 

suffice (with the experimentrtl data employed) to secure all tha~ JS 

needed. and that, with the 22 or 24-inch frame spaces, all other shifts 
of butt~, giving a great;,r number of passir;g str~~el!,between consc 
cutive butts in the same frame space, are of ptacti._ally n? grea:ter 
use in succouring the butted plates than the common bncl:, shlft. 
With the transverse frames pbced further ap.art, say from'> to 3,! 
feet the number of edge rivets to be sheare<l IS of cou~se greater,
,.nd' it would undoutedly be desirable ·to have two passmg strakes 
hdween consecutiYe butts, just as has been the practJCe for many 
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,:· Ist, For longitl;ldinal-framed ships. 
I. Ifo~ugchplspteCla] vdessels it is most advantageous to make use 

a es, an to adopt a sh'ft f b tt b . 
associate a good number of passi~"' s~rak~s ~~ha lmg o_ne 

"II ~tween .~he nearest butts of adja~ent strakes. a good 
· " e1 cestsauly ~veakened sections must exist near the b t•- • 

ore er o receive th ' cl l d . . . u ..., 111 
ing the joints. and" theo~~~I"s)ac~ ~I vets reqmred for cau)l;:. 
with rt'· . lOS e.wcwncy of the edge-rivetin• 
f th an.y pa .ICular s]uft of butts is reached when th 1 ° 

o e nvets m the 'SteJ)S , b . 1 ' . e s 1cat 
f~r indirect fracture to that /d:lf~ uf t le lbreakmg strell~ 
d1rectly across the )]atin"' tl Jac ure ~ ong a !me pas51ng 

"III. sections of the butt!d strakeslrough ,, senes of the weakell&d 
The sh earm"' strength f th · · 
should nev~r fall be!o~v th: b1":~ on ~ne side of the butt& 
plate along its necessaril , . r: mg s r~ngth of the butted 

"IV s~~~t~~~~e oo~:~~~a~·~"~~t~~~ ~! :!:t~iot?~i~~~~i~~~~:f~:f;~)~ 
· ' mg.e-nveted edooes need not b · · 

ciated with cert~n shifts of bu~t~o~del~J~:.wheakfn'ests, if, asso-
"" 1 F I . . c;• s o s ep. 

-IU ' or s nps m which the ordin d. · 
the· transverse frames occu a ro ary con l~J.ons are fulfilled, and 
that very different conclnsi~!s n.fust ~md~t pos1t10n, 1.t would appear 
ment and the fastenings of the 1-· le /a"u respectmg the arrange· 

''I. l:lo far as stre gtl 1 s m P a ,mg:. . 
long plates ~s J~o~n~;:cJ:~;lle dtraJ~Js Js concerned, the use of 
frame space is unusual! . . t van ageou~, exc~pt when the 
Some saving of weight kg~c~t-:ay from ~ or 6 teet upwards. 
from the use of Euch plates.u s 1 aps wou d, of course, 1·esult 

"II. The frame space re!!Uiatin" ·t d 
which passing ~trakes canog~~e 1t boestttld>e amount of succour 

. 1 ° u e strakes pract· II gove~n~ t Je arran"'ement of th b tt f . . ' lCa y 
"III. D~~b~~ ~~ detern1i1~ing. upon a s~it:ble ~h.l~~~~g~u~~sd affords a 

I ge rlvetmg JS always a source of stren!!th. . h 
vesse s, as compared · tl . 1 o Ill sue 
adoption ma in s WJ 

1 smg e ~dge riveting ; but ·its 
the shift of &;tts 

0stt~gras~s, ~\ece~sJtate a modification of 
able in these v · 1 f . e rtve mg or the butts is Ob.Jrec1~i0ll· 
dinally-framed ~~si~:. OI the reasons given above for 

PLATING BEHIND ARMOUR. 

••JY. It appears that an increase ih the spacing of the transverse 
· frames favours the more satisfactory development of the 

strength of the skin plating, without any increase in cost of 
workmanship or weight of material. A change in tlJis direc
tion has "been re})eatedly enforced on weightier grounds than 
the above, but has been long postponed. There can be little 
doubt, however, that nothing but advantage, so far as strength 
in proportion to weight of hull is concerned, would result from 
modifying the present system of framing, widening the frame 
space, and combining with the reduced transverse framing 
some well-considered system of longitudinal framing." · 

These statements and conclusions require no comment, but 
show clearly that notwithstanding the great ex1Jerience and 
skill which have been brought to bear upon this important 
subject, both in framing underwriters' rules and in building 
up the practice of om- best shipyards, there is still very con· 
siderable scope for progress in the art of iron shipbuilding. 

303. Plating behind Armour.-The armour and backing 
of iron built armour-clad ships are secured to a skin of iron 
plating, which is riveted to a system of frames as referred to 
at Art. 287. This plating is generally very thick, varying 
from l to 2 inches, and both for facility of workmanship 
and strength of combination, as well as economy of cost, it 
is usually worked in two equal thicknesses, the edges and 
butts of which give shift to ea.ch other. The plates are 
hutted upon the f.·ames, being single riveted through the 
frame angle-irons. A stronger butt connection than this is 
.mnecessary, as each thickness of plating is a butt strap to 
the other. The edges are also single riveted, and, in order 
to reduce the number of perforations in the plates, and leave 
as much flush surface as possible on the inside for heaving 
up the nuts and washers of the armour bolts, one of the8e 
rows of rivets sometimes serves to com1ect an angle-iron 
girder to stiffen the plates (see Art. 304, and Plate CX.). 
The outer edges and butts are made watertight, and con
sequently the rows of rivets in them are spaced si.1fficiently 
close for caulking. Such precautions are not necessary for 
those of the inner stl·akes. 

The points of the rivets are usually countersunk, in order 
to give a flush surface against which to fit the backing. 
Great care should be taken in fitting these plates, and tem
plating the holes, to insure that the latter may correspond iu 



the two thicknesses. For this reason-the holes in 
thickness should be marked from those in the inner, 
they are sometimes both marked from one templn.tA~, 
plmchecl and fitted almost simultaneously. ' '. · 

304. Girders behind Armour.-The girders are 
of angle-irons, the deep flanges of which are _about 
less in width . than the thickness of the backmg, the 
riveted to the platincr being about 3! inches wide. They 
in lengths a.s gTeat ~s can be procured, an_d thei_r butts _ 
carefully shifted and strapped. If the grrd':r IS near th4 
water line of the ship the edcre of the angle-rron upon ·tbf 

' "' h . .. plating is chipped and the joint caulked, althoug~ t e nve.,. . 
ing is not more closely spaced than usual for tlns purp~ 
This is done in order to keep any water between the backmg 
and platin,. from cretting under the angle-iron, and then by 
means of a "rivet h~le, not properly filled, circulating between 
the two thicknesses of plating. These girders are disposed so , 
that they may be clear of the armour b?lts, and generally · 
placed so that there are two girders behmd each~ strake <?f 
armour plates. In the case shown hy Plate CX. there llJ 

only one girder behind eacl1 strake~ . 
305. Side Plating above Armour.-The platmg on the .· . 

sides of war ships above the armour. is usn ally flnsh, .being ' """ 
connected by single riveted edge stnps and double nveted 
butt straps, the former being in short piec~s between the 
frames. The spacings of the rivets in edges, butts, and frames, 
are similar to those in the bottom plates (see Arb. 299); also 
the butts are disposed by similar rules (see ArL 294). 

r CHAPTER XX. 

306. Beams.-Of the many sectional forms of beams that 
have been adopted in iron ships, there are five principal 
varieties still in use. In fig. 34, A represents the section of 
aT bulb beam, a very usual form, as it combines lightness 
with the necessary shape to afford good secmity for the deck 
fastening, and resisting vertical and lateral bending forces. 

T T 1 I 1 
Fig. 34. 

B is a variety which is more in use than any other, especially 
for deep beams, as the T bulb, when rolled to a large size 
in one piece, is very expensive. This beam consists of plate 
bulb, with an angle-iron riveted to it on each side, and is there
fo!·e heavier than the beam at A when of the same depth and 
width of flange. It should be stated that the beam at A was, 
until recently, rolled in two pieces, viz., a T piece and a 
piece of plate bulb. These were welded together, the joint 
being situated along the line of the neutral a:~,is of the beam, 
i.e., the part of the beam which, when the latter is bent, is 
neither extended or contracted. The Butterly Company had 
the patent right to manufacture these beams, which were 
known as the "Butte1·ly Patent Welded Beams." , Recently, 
however, beams have been rolled, in one piece, to this section. 
C shows a form of section which has been strongly recom- · 
mended and sometimes adopted; it cannot, however, be rolled 
in long pieces, consequently that shown at D is generally 
used in cases where a long, strong beam is required. · In thif> 
latter form of section the upper angle-irons are larger than 
the lower, as the former have tq receive the · deck fastenings. 

4 X 
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The section at E is that of a beam termed angle bulb, ~ 
used in the decks of small vessels, and for the light d. 
such as poop and forecastle in larger ships. 

307. Sizes of Beams.- Lloyd's rule for beam plaU. 
requires that their depth shall b~ " o~e quarter of. an inch ' . , 
for every foot in length, and to be ill thickness one-sixteenth -
of an inch for every inch in depth." The Liverpool rule is 
almost identical with the preceding. Lloyd's rules further 
require that "the sizes of all beams ':hie~ are not 1ess th~ 
three-fourths of the length of the midship beam may be m · .· 
propol't.ion to their lengths, all other .beams must not~ l~ 
than three-fourths the depth and thickness of the midship 
beam, excepting at -hatchways exceeding in length four spaces 
of frames, mast and pall bitt beams, and ?ea~s under :..he 
heel of bowsprit, which must not be less ill siZe than the 
midship beam." . . . . 

The Liverpool rules reqmre greater unifo~Ity ill the 
dimensions of beams as mav be seen by the followmg extract: 
-"The full depth ~nd thi~lmess of the beams to be ca.rried 
over three-fifths of vessel's length amidships; and may be 
reduced thence to ends as follows :-main deck beams one
sixteenth of an inch in thickness, and, at after end only 
(except in vessels having three tiers of beams), ~me-sixth ~f 
their depth. Lower · and orlop deck beams one-siXth of theJI 
depth, and one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness ~t both ends 
when the thickness is nine-sixteenths, and two-sLxteenths of 
an inch when the thickness is ten-sixteenths, and ·over. 
Beam knees to be the same depth all fore and aft." . 

In war ships, the sizes of the beams are governed by t~e 
weight of the armament, and sometimes _a shallow beam IS 
fitted in order to get as much space as possible between decks; . 
in such a case the strength is made up by increasing· the 
number of the beams, or some other such expedient. 

The beams of p1erchant ships are usually rolled in one 
length; but for wide ships it is nece~sary to weld th? . pla~s 
and angle-irons; the butts of those m each beam bemg .well 
shifted with relation to each other, and to those of the 
adjacent beams, so that the pieces of alternate _beams are 
similarly arranged. The made b~ams ~or H.M. ships_ (see D, 
fig. 34), are generally formed m this wr1y; sometrmes as 
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many as four plates and twelve iengths of angle-iron entering 
into the construction of each beam. 

308. Spacing of Beams.-The spacing of beams in mer
chant ships is of a very variable character, depending upon 
tl1e ratio of the length to the breadth, also upon the number 

· of decks to the ship. In all cases the beams are fastened to 
frames, and placed immediately over each other. The usual 
spacing of beams in H.~f. ships is 4 feet, being placed at 
altemate frames, which are generally 2 feet apart above the 
armour shelf. 

309. Beam Arms.-These are very important parts of 
the beam, as the efficiency of the latter entirely depends upon 
its connection with the ship's side. There have been many 
forms of beam arm, but that shown by Plates LXXXIX., 
XCIV., and XCVI., is . now .almost universally ·adopted. 
The shape of ·this arm is obtained in two or three different 
ways. To make the arms of the Butterly beams, already 
referred to, the welding of the two portions of the beam is 
omitted for a short distance· from each end of the beam as 
supplied from the maker, and the lower half is heated and 
bent down to the required curve of the arm, while the upper 
is left straight. The form of the arm is then completed by 
welding a piece so as to join the upper and lower parts, 
sometimes leaving a triangular hole rounded at the angles, 
for the purpose of reducing unnecessary weight. This 
method is also sometimes employed in forming the arms of 
plitte bulb beams, but in this case, the end of the beam 
must be heated, cut, and the lower part bent. The arms of 
the I beams as shown at C, fig. 34, also of the angle bulb shown 
at E, are J;Uade in the same manner. On the Clyde, however, 
the arms of the section shown by B in that figure (which is 
the pattern usually employed), are often made by bending 
the whole of the end of the beam plate to the required shape 
-of the arm as shown by ABC, fig. 35, aiJ.d then welding a 
piece of plate at the upper corner of each end of the beam, 
as shown by Din the figure; the bottom of the arm being 
finished off as shown by the line DE. .At Messrs. Elder's 
yard, Govan, the beam is cut to its length at .A, fig. 36, the 
portion of the bulb between A and Cis chipped off, and a 
~hort }Jiece of bulb plate DE is welded on . to form the arm, 

·. 
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its upper end being curved as at C. A piece G is wel~cd ~ 
and the arm cut to the line AF. This mode of formmg t.blt 
arm does not appear · to be so satisfactory as that shown b,y 
fig. 35. The arms of made beams, such as sho'.vn by J?, fig. 
34, are made by cutting the plate to ~he reqmred shape of 
the arm, and bending the lower angle-n·ons to the curve of 
the arm and riveting it thereto. 

----------;=--------. 

AI; 
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Fig. 35. 

( 

Fig. 36. 

Amono- the many other modes of joining the beam with 
the ship'~ side, we may call attention to that shown on Plate· 
.CIII. where it w-ill be seen that the upper deck beams and· 
the f1:ames behind armour are of one piece of bulb pl~te,_or 
rather two lengths welded together,_ the welds of co:usecut1ve _ 
beams being situated on alternate s1des, at about G feet from 
the middle line. 

Both Lloyd's and the Liverpool rules require that the 
Iengtl1 of the arms shall not be less than two and a hal£ 

BENDING 'BEAMS. · . . 

times the depth of the beam; in the Royal Navy, how
eYer, the arms are generally three and a half times that 
depth. , . 

The riveting •is generally arra11ged upon a template by 
which the holes in both the frame and beam arm are set ofi" 
simultaneously; but sometimes the holes are set off in either 
of these, and from thence transferred to the other. The 
former is the practice adopted on the Clyde. 

310. Bending Beams.-When the beams are set to their 
round up cold, the operation is performed by means of a 
screw press, or a beam-bending machine. They are, how
ever, frequently bent hot; sometimes upon the bending slab 
similarly to the frames , and :1t others by resting the beam, 
when heated, upon blocks laid to the required curvature, and 
allowing it to settle down to its shape. 'l'he first named· 
method is the most usual. 

The plate bulb of beams, such as B, fig. 34, should be 
bent before the angle-irons are riveted to their upper edges, 
after which it is necessary to check and adjust the curvature, 
which alters slightly in the process of riveting~ It may be 
remarked that the riveting of both beams and frames is 
Bow frequently performed by means of a riveting machine. 
The beams are proved by a beam mould, and are generally 
cut to the lengths given by the scrive board, or moul<l loft 
floor; by reference to which, also, the angles of the arms ar<' 
determined. Sometimes, however, the beam arms are cut to 
the angles given by moulds which are themselves made from 
the floor, the lengths of the beams being given by a mould, 
as shown by fig. l, Plate LXV. This latter is the practice 
of the Royal dockyards, while the former is peculiar to the 
northern shipyards. 'l'he processes of bending, adjusting, 
and cutting the beams, also riveting the angle-irons to the 
})late bulb, are usually carried out simnltaJleonsly with the 
riYeting up of the frames. On the Clyde, all the beams of 
small vessels are riveted to the frames before the latter are 
.erected ; but in Yesscls of more than about 1000 tons bm·then, 
the npper and main deck beams only are so riveted, and the 
remainder are fixell and secured afterward. The reason for 
this difft!rence is, that the collective weight of the beams and 
frame of a large ship being s~ great, renders it very difficult 
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to erect without straining and loosening the riveting. Ora 
the other principal shipbuilding rivers, the beams are 1lOt 
riveted until the frames are erected, the two sides of :the 
latter being in the meantime connected by cross spalls. 

311. Half Beams and Carlings have the same functiont 
as when of wood. They are usually of smaller size than thO 
beams, except when the ca.rlings form the sides of loni 
hatchways, when they are often of larger sectional form than · 
the beams; and the lmlf beams are then frequently made or 
light angle bulb, especially when the hatchway is also very 
wide. The connection of beams and carlings is by means o! 
angle-iron corner pieces, when the beams are of a rolled 
section; and by turning down the upper angle-iron of the ., 
earling against the beam when it is of the section sho·wn by 
B, fig. 34. Carlings m:1.de of the section shown by D on 
that figure, are made of a plate and two box-shaped angle
irons, the latter being riveted to the adjacent beams. 

312. Watertight Bulkheads are a peculiar feature of iron 
ships, as the manner of framing the ship and the materials 
employed afford special facilities for the construction of such 
water-tight divisions. 

b·on t?·ansverse vxttertigltt buU:heads are constructed in 
several ways. In H.M. service the plates are generally 
arr~t,nged horizontally, while in some private yards, especially 
on the Clyde, they are arranged in vertical strakes. In the 
Royal Navy the bulkhea,ds at the extremities of the smaller 
compartments are connected by single-riveted lap joints and 
butts (see A, Plate CV.), the bulkhead being stiffened by 
angle-irons about 24 to 30 inches apart (see B). The bulk- ·'!' 

beads of larger compartments, such as the engine and boiler 
spaces, are generally built with flush joints connected by T 
bars, the edges of the plates being closely fitted upon the 
middle of the flange, which thus serves as .an edge strip, 
while the web of the T bar stiffens the bulkhead; the butts 
are st.rapred and double riveted. In this case also, the bulk
head is stiffened with angle-irons on the opposite side to 
the T bars; the two sets of angle and T bars thus form~ 
rectangular lattice work of stiffeners. _ 

The bulkheads of large merchant ships often have singl~ 
riveted lap . joints and butts, a~d are stiflened by horizontal 

CONNECTION OF BULKHEAD TO .. 
angle-irons at the middles of the plates on one side, and .by 
vertical angle-iron stiffeners about the same distance apart 
on the opposite side, the butts of the plates being brought 
to the middles of the spaces between the vertical stiffeners. 
The shift of butts is not very important, the brick a~"range
ment being usually considered quite sufficient. 

When both the edges and butts are lapped, the corners of 
the plates that come between two others are beaten down 
thin, so as to bring the thickness of the three plates to about 
the same as that of two plates elsewhere, and to allow the 
joints to be caulked. As will be supposed, liners are required 
behind the stiffeners by the lap-jointed. system. The rivets 
in the butts and edges are spaced as. for watertight work 
elsewhere, while those. in the vertical stiffeners are spaced 
about ten to eleven diameters apa.rt. 

313. Connection of Bulkhead to Ship's Side.-Great 
difficulty has been · experienced in connecting the transverse 
watertight bulkheads to the ship's side. This is due to the 
close spacing of rivets which is necessary in order to obtain 
a watertight joint between the frame angle-iron, which 
connects the bulkhead to the side, and the bottom plating, · 
whereby the. bottom plating is pierced by a line of holes, 
producing considerable local weakness. One of the earliest 
methods of connecting the bulkhead to the bottom plating . 
was 'by a single frame angle-iron; the defect of this method -
has just been alluded to. At the present time there are two 
modes of performing this work adopted in the merchant 
navy, bot)l of which are sanctioned by Lloyd's and the 
Liverpool rules. One of these consists in connecting the 
bulkhead with a double frame angle-iron, and by the other 
method the bulkhead is connected with a single frame angle
iron (sometimes with double zig-zag riveting), and with 
horizontal bracket or knee plates riveted to the bulkhead 
and outside plating. The brackets are placed on alternate 
sides of .the bulkheads, and at or near the centres of the 
strakes of bottom plating upon which they come. It may 
be remarked that sometimes these brackets are fitted together 
with double frame angle-irons, alth01~gh such is not required 
by either of the above rules. Wide liners are fitted between 
the hnlkhead frames and bottom plating, as described at Art. · 
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300, which sel'Ve also as straps to butts of bottoll't plating 
the frame spaces adjacent to the bulkhead. 

In ships with double bottoms, the bulkheads in the walte 
of the inner bottom are connected to the platinct of the 
latter, genemlly by a single an()'le-iron. The w~tertioht ,, 
division is completed to the outer bottom by means 0 of ··' 
watertight frames, which have already been alluded to. 
Before and.abaft the double bottom, the bulkheads are lapped . 
upon and r1veted to the floor plates, and continuous reverse 
angle-irons of the frames. · 

Great care is taken to preserve the continuity of stren!!th · 
of the longitudinal framing, such as keel and keelsons 0 in 
ships a:~ ordimu·ily framed, .and the keel, longitudinals, armour 
shelf, mner bottom, etc., m armom-clad ships, where these 
P.ass through the transYerse bulkheads ; and at the same 
time to obtain watertight joints. Plate CV. shows a method 
of covering these joints, the particular form of the an"le
iron being of course governed by that of the lono-itudhwl 
frame or other longitudii1al connection. 0 

314. Longitudinal Bulkheads occupy a subord!nate posi
tion compared with those just considered. ·Both the Under
writers: rules enforce the fitting transverse watertight hulk
heads, m number according to the size and character of the 
ship; but no reference is made to longitudinal bulkheads. 
In steam ships the longitudinal b11lkheads of the coal 
bunkers are sometimes made watertight, also the bulkheads 
of the shaft passages. Great prominence is o·iven to lonci
tudinal bulkheads in ships built by Mr. Scott R.tissellos 
longitu.dinal system, as in th~ 6'1·eat Eastem. The engine 
and boiler spaces o~ seYeral twm screw iron-clad ships of the 
Roy~l ~avy, now m course of construction, are divided by 
lon.gitu~m al bulkheads, extending as high as the main decks: . 
It 1s ev1~ent that the two s~t~ of engines required for twin 
screw ships, afford opportumties for fittin" these bulkheads 
in ~he engine room not found in single ~crew ships. The 
statical and strnctura.I adYantages derived from them are of 
course considerable. · 

.A great many small iron bulkheads are fitted in H.M:. 
ships to enclose magazi?es, she.ll rooms, spirit rooms, chain 
lockers, etc., all of wh1eh, wlule essential to the internal 

' 'PILLARS • . . . 

•·conomy of the ship, are in m~st cases.of servic~ considered 
btrncturally and statically. The details of therr construc-
tion are Unimportant. · . 

There are a great many fittings, such as. watcr-tig~t ?oors, 
sluice valves, etc., ii1separable from a detailed descnptwn ?f 
water-tiaht bulkheads but which require more space for their 

"' ' . . k due consideration than can be spared ill this wor -. 
315. Pillars.-The beams of iron ships being rivet~ to 

the frames and thus arran<Yed in vertical tiers, an effie1ent 
system of pillarmg is easily ~btained .. This is ver.y important, 
a·s the pillaring of a frame adds considerably to 1ts strength, 
uy actin" both as a strut and a tie; consequently the strength 
<Jf the :hole structme is correspondingly augmented. A 
pillar at the middle line increases the strength of a bea:m b.y 
about one half · and the resistance to transverse benclmg IS 

increased by co~necting the beams with the floors. 
Lloyd's rules require "all beams for at least one~half the 

lencrth of the vessel amidships, the alternate beams bef?re and 
abaft this length, and all hatchway carlings, to be pillare~; 
the pillars to have not less than two rivets in each of therr 
·ends so as to form a continuous tie from the keelson to the 

' k" upper, spar, or awning dec . . . 
The Liverpool rules reqmre pillars on every b~am for 

one-third the length, and agree with Lloyd's regardmg the 
number of pillars before an.d abaft that sp~ce. 

Formerly, in war ships, 1t was not considered nece?sary to 
:secure the pillars at both the head a~d heel; but smce the 
introduction of the present heavy gtms mto n~val armam~nts, 
it has been found requisite to giYe due attention to the pillar 
:as a tie, in consequence of the great tendency of the deck 
to lift which is experienced when these heavy guns are 
fired ~ver it. In addition to this, it is evid~n~ that t~e 
working of the ship must at times bring a slillllar stram 
upon the pillars, which should therefore be secured at the 

heels. ·11 • 
Solid wrouo-ht-iron bars are commonly used for pi ars ill 

the merchant ;;avy (see Plates LXXXIX. and CXIX.),, these 
beincr crenerally riveted by means of a palm to the side of 
the b~m, and. secm·ed through the deck plank to the beam 
below by means of nut and screw bolt~, which are made water-
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tight by means of grommets. Similar pillars in H.M. 
are connected in the same'way. , , 

Tubular pillars are very commonly used in the Royal 
Navy in preference to the solid bars, as the former ~ 
greater lateral rigidity ·with the same weight of materiaL · 
The tubular pillars are welded or riveted to solid head~ 
and heels, by means of which they are secured similar <to 
solid bar pillars. When pillars are fitted under 'an I beam, 
the heads are made and secured in the same way as the 
heels. 

Around capst_ans, and in similar posi~ions, it is necessazy 
to fit portable ptllars. These are somet1mes made to revolve 
on a pin at their head, and to tighten by driving the heel 
over a wedge-shaped shoe, the same as described at Art. 229. 
A better method, however, is to tighten the pillar by meam 
of a brass nut with a hemisuherica.l bottom screwed on ~ts 
heel, the con•·ex part of the nut resting in a h~llow deck plate 
secured to the deck. The pillar is tightened by tnrnino- the 
nut with a spanner. It is hardly necessary to state that the 
hole in the head of the pillar, about which it revolves is made 
oval, in m·d~r that the l!illar may rise to the necessar~ extent, 
as the nut IS hove up, m order to take its proportion of the 
weight of the deck. 

316. Mast Holes.-The deck framing around the mast 
hole of an iron ship, consists of the beam adjacent to the 
n:ast, a earling on each side between the beams, and a plate 
nveted _upon these beams and carlings, with sometimes another 
plate nveted _1mderneath. In this way a cubical ~pace is 
enclosed that IS sometimes filled in solid with wood throucrh 
which a hole is cut for the mast, in the manner ~bown by · 
Plate LXXVIII. The most usual mode is to fit and secme 
an it•on tnbe, as shoW11 by Plate CXI. In both cases the 
mast is kept firmly in place by wedges driven betwe~n it 
and the iron tube. 

The Liverpool rules require" mast partners at decks, where 
wedged, to be plated over twice the width of the hole cut out 
of them, and to take three beams in lencrth." 

Lloyd_'s. requit·ements are.equivalent t~ the preceding, with . 
the addttwn that the platmg is not to be less in thickness 
than is required for stringer plates. Of course, these rules 

· STRINGERS. 

apply only to sailing shi~, and are not strictly adhered to 
in steam vessels. 

317. Stringers.-Stringers are of two kinds, viz., hold and 
deck stringers. The deck stringer consists of a strake of 
platill" fixed in a direction about square to the surface of 
the sid~ plating; and it serves the double purpose of a longi
tudinal tie and to stiffen the bottom plating, while, at the 
same time, it tends to keep the frames and beams ill the?r 
correct relative positions, giving rigidity to the struct11re m 
its vicinity. 

Hold stringers sometimes consist of plates and angle-irons, 
and at others of angle-irons only; they are connected to the 
ship's bottom by brackets, which are riveted to alterna,te 
frames, the stringer being connected to both the bottom 
plating and bracket by pieces of angle-iron worked inter
costallv. 

Deckst1·inge1·s (see Plates LXXXIX., XCIV., and XCVI.) 
are the strakes of deck plating riveted upon th.e top of the 
beams against the ship's side, being generally connected by 
angle-it·ons to the outside plating. The longitudinal strength 
of the stringer is necessarily limited to the tensile strengt~ 
of the plate and connecting angle-iron, consequently an ordi
nary strin"er does not offer very considerable resistance to the 
strains du~ to bendincr moments. But it is in their connec
tion with the beams ~nd sheer strakes that the efficiency of 
the stringer is developed, for in this w:ty a ~rder is.fon;ne•l 
at the sides of each. of the decks, which resiSts lon~tudinal . 
alteration in the ship's form, whether she be at rest upon .an 
eYen keel or rollin" ill a seaway. It will also he noticed that 
when the ship is ~orking at sea, great racking strains are 
set up, tending to alter the relative positions of the beams to 
each other and to the ship's side; to resist all of which the 
stringers, by their position and form, are eminently adapted. 

Lloyd's rules require stringers of upper decks when the 
· ship has two, and main deck when three, tiers of beams, to bo 

" in width one inch for every seven feet of the vessel's length, 
for half her length amidships, and from thence to the ends of 
the vessel they may be reduced to three-fourths the width 
amidships ; in no case, however, is the width to be less than 
eighteen inches." The sa,me rules fmther require that "the 
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i>~ringer plates on all tiers of beams are to be ntted bon 
nveted to the outside plating fore and aft 'Vith ancr!e-;,r t. 
Al~o that " the objectionable practice of ~utting throu«h ~ 
st1:rnger .plates for the admission of wood roughtree0 stAn· 
.chions will not be allowed." _ 

Th~ Liverpool rules require much wider stringers thiUl -~ 
Lloyd s for small, and rather narrower for large vessels · ' 
F~r instance :-By_ LloY_d's ruJ.es the main deck str~ger of~ 
~hlp 1_00 feet long 1s 18 rnches, and by the Liverpool rules it 
1s 25 rnches~ where~s, for a ship of 500 feet in length the 
fo;mer reqmre 7l:k mches wide, and the latter 65 inches. It 
·wi~l thus b~ seen that on the whole the Liverpool ruJ.es :re
<J.mre the w1dest stringer plate. 

The butts of stringer plates should be shifted clear of those -
_ .o~ the s!1eer strakes, also cargo ports and aJ1 openings in the 
.srde ~dJacent t~ the decks. Wherever it is necessary to cut ' 
boles m the stm?-ger for scuppers, etc., the strength should be 
illladc up by fittmg straps around the l10le, or by doubling 
the sheer st~·ake on the inside in the vicinity. The butt 
straps of st1:rnge1: l?lat~s are generally treble-chain riveted. 
As a water:trght_.Jornt 1s not required it is very usual to omit 
.a lternate nvets m the row next to the bu·tt th · · · 
1 

, us rncreasmg 
.t 1e strength of the connection. 

318. _Tie Plates, sometimes fore and aft, and at others 
:fitted dragonally, are required by both Lloyd's and the Liver
pool rules (see Plate LXXXIX.). They serve to connect 
tl~e beams, and thus relieve the de_ck fastenings of the strains 
~1ong~t upon them wh~~ the_ s~rp is working. The deck 
i astenmgs are not so efiic1ent m rron as in wood be · - d 
b btht' . . ams,an 

ence o s rmger and n e plates are of service in opposing 
the first tendency of the deck to elongate. 

Howev~r, Mr. E. J . Reed and other eminent authorities 
call a~tenhoJ?- to the fact that tie plates are not a satisfactor 
f?rm II?- -..vhJCh to work iron into a ship, as they give bJt 
httle :ud . to the vertical plating, such as sheer strakes et.c . 
whereas, 1f the s~me amount of material were added t~ th~t 
already worked lll the form of strliwer plates it would b 
much more advantageously disposed (s~e F, Plafu LXXXIX)~ 
Even as at_ pr~sent ·worked, tie plates would be of much • 
greater serVIce 1f deck fastenings were placed through both 

the deck planks and tie plates, be'tween the beams, as by this 
means the longitudinal strength of the deck plank, an im
portant item in the hull of a wood ship, could be utilized;. 
whereas, when the fastenings are through the beams only, 
very little of the strength of the plank is developed. 

1\fr. Nathaniel Ba.rnaby, the Admiralty Chief Naval Archi
tect, in a paper read before the Institute of Naval Architects 
in 1866, on "Economy of Material in Iron Decks and 
Stringers," proposed a novel mode of lightening stringers 
and tie plates without reducing their strength ; on· the con
trary, he stated that the tensile power of the plates will be 
increased when thus lightened. " The principle on which 
this arrangement rests is, that when strains are suddenly 
applied to the plates, it is necessary to consider not only the 
number of tons required to break the weakest sections, but 
the amount which it would stretch before breaking, li1 other 
words, the work done in producli1g rnptnre. In order, 
therefore, to ma.ke the amount of work done as great as 
possible, it is necessary to 1·educe the strength of the plate
between the weak sections, at the butts and beams, to the 
strength at these sections, or even to less than this, in order · 
to obtain long spaces of uniform strength to give elongation. 
If these long spaces of uniform strength are not provided, 
and the plate is consequently left with strong parts between 
the beams, no practical elongation will take place in these 
strong parts 1.mder the action of a sudden strain; but the 
stretching will be thrown almost entirely on the weak points, 
and if any one of these is weaker, in any sensible degree, 
than the rest, it will be confined to that poli1t. The author 
states that the fact that the strains of greatest ma-gnitude li1 
a ship are sudden makes the principle above stated of no · 
slight linportance to naval architects, because by its applica
tion the time is increased during which a giYen force must 
be applied in order to produce rupture."* 

319. Gutter Waterways associated with stringers are 
often fitted in ships of the Royal Navy (see G, G, Plates 
XCIV. and XCVI.). Theit· construction is simple, while, 
at the same time, they oonstitute a very efficient longitudinal 
tie, and serve the twofold purpose of conveying water from . 
• Shipbuilding in hon and Steel, by E. J. Reed, C.B. Pp_ 164 and 165 ... 



the deck of the ship to the scuppers, and connecting 
beams and stringer to the framing. Lloyd's rules re<:ollll.m.-1 
that these gutters he cemented, and that practice is 
.carried out in H.l\I. ships. . . 

320. Deck Plating.-Bnt although the importance ot tbt 
-stringer, especially when efficiently connected to the lllidtl 
plating.and frames with. an.gle-iro~s, cannot be doubted, )1!1. 
somethmg more than ·this IS requrred on the upper or ma.bl 
.dec~s of long ships. The practice of plating over the greawr 
portwn or the whole of the beams of the upper or main decb 
.of merchant ships is becomil.1g more common of late yean 
tha?- f?rm~rly, this bei~g, no doubt, due to the great length , 
whlCh _ls given to the high-powered steamers required for the 
. ocean traffic ef the present day. It is not ·usual, however, 
to plate the whole of the surface, it being evident that there 

-is very little, if anything, gained by layil1g plating near the 
.middle line, where it is pierced with large holes for hatCh
ways, etc. Hence, when decks are plated for structural 
p~·pose~ only, it is usual to do so in four strips, viz., two 
w1de strmge1:s and a belt on each side of the hatchways, the 
belt and strmger on each side bemg sometimes jollied at 
.their edges. · 

!n this an;an:?e~ent, when each str·ake is aided by those 
adJacent to It, It 18 usual to connect the butts by double
riveted straps, although the strmgers sometimes have treble
riveted straps as in other ships. The edges of deck plates 
.are usually connected by single-riYeted edge strips, both 
t~ese and the butt skaps bemg usually fitted on the upper 
s1de, and consequently the deck planks are scored over. them. 
The riveting is countersunk on the upper surface of the plat
ing to simplify the fit ting of the deck planks. 

When no wood deck is laid, as, for instance, in steam colliers, 
where the constant loading and unloadmg of such a cargo 
would soon damage a wood deck, the beams are covered with 
iron plating, in order to form a deck flat. In this case the 
joints are made watertight, and the edge strips and bntt 
straps are fitted on the under side. 

The upper and main deck beams of iron-clad ships .ar~ ·
.often covered with thick plating, chiefly for the . purpose of 
.resisting explosive missiles (see Plate CIII. ). The plates vary 

in thickness from one to two inches, and sometimes as much 
as three inches. In order to reduce the weight and mamtain 
a uniformity of resistmg power, the thickness is made up 
with two or three thicknesses or layers of plates, generally 
two. The bu~ts and edges of these give-shift to-each other, 
the former bemg brought upon beams and the latter on the 
middles of the other thicknesses of plates. -Hence each thick
ness performs the function of butt strap and edrre strip to the 
~ther. The riveting in the butts and edges of ~pper strakes 
Is closely spaced, to enable the jomts to be caulked; that in 
the other edges and butts is not spaced closer than about 
six to seven diameters apart. The holes are countersunk 
on the upper side of the upper strake, £0 as to give a :flush 
surface . 

In fitting this plating the holes in a plate should be 
m~rked from t?ose already punched in the opposite plate, _ 
thlS method bemg preferable to marking both by the same 
template, as it is very difficult by the latter system to aet 
the holes in the beams and the two thicknesses of plating\o 
sufficiently agree for good riveting. 

321. Deck Flats.-In Art. 223 reference was made to 
the mode of fitting deck :flats to iron decks ill wood sl1ips, 
which description is equally applicable to those of iron ships. 
The shift of butts is the same as when secul'ed to wood beams, 
except when an iron deck flat is laid, in which case the 
arrangement of the butts is not of so much ilnportance. 

\Vhen an iron deck is not fitted, the butts are brought 
upon the beams and fastened to the flanges with galvanized 
iron nut and screw bolts, except in the wake of the strmcrers 
Qr tie plates, where the fastenings should be off the beams,

0

the 
iianges of the latter being already sufficiently cut by the rivet
ing. As remarked at A rt. iHS sufficient deck fastenings 
should be placed in the stringers and tie plates to enable the 
w:ood flat to communicate as much as possible of its longitu
dmal stren?th to the structure, besides keeping the plates 
from bucklmg. 
~hen an il'on deck .is fitted, the butts of the d,eck plank 

.are generally placed midway between the beams. It is not 
usual to . fit an oak flat upon an iron deck, as the acids in 
that wood have a deteriorating influence upon the iron. 

I 

I 
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Teak has now, to a great extent, supplanted oak as a. 
for deck flats, especially for ships intended for sen~ce ,in 
climates, as, in addition to the absence of any such coJ!"I'O:!!i1'• 
acid as is contained in oak, teak is very free from shak~ 
shrinks but very little when exposed to heat. 

In the Royal Navy, Dantzic crown deals, varying from 2j 
to 3-! or 4 inches in thickness, are employed for the ligh~ 
decks; whereas teak is generally used. when there is conside"' 
able wear, exposure to the sun, or when required to co-opera.te. 
with a thick deck plating in forming a shell-proof flat. 

In flush deck Monitors, as shown by Plate CIII., it 
necessary to rivet thick pieces of iron plate upon the surf~ · 
of the deck plating, near the edges of the deck, which, when 
let up into the plank, serve as dowels to keep the deck 
flat from sliding off the plating under ·the pressure of the ·. '' 
caulking. 

Yellow pine is generally used for deck fiats of high clas.~ 
passenger ships, in consequence of its superior appearance. 
It does not, however, especially as fitted, contribute much to 
the strength of the ship. . 

Care is taken to make the fastenings of the decks of iron 
ships watertight, by fitting woouen end grain plugs over the 
heads of the bolts, these being likewise coated ·with lead 
paint. 

It mn,y be remarke<l in passing, that in war ships it is 
usual to fit heavy shell-proof gratings, composed of deep bars 
of iron, to the hatchways of decks which are elsewhere 
plated with thick iron, as described in Art. 320. •. 

322. Coamings to Hatchways are sometimes of wood, ' · 
and at others of iron. In the latter case the construction 
is very simple, and con~ists of a deep angle-iron riveted to 
the upRer side of the beams, or of a plate connected to the 
beams by an angle-iron; short pieces of angle-iron being 
used to connect the corners of the hatchway. If a grating 
is fitted, a ledge is prepared for it to rest upon by riveting 
a narrow strip of plate against the inside of the coaming. 
Plate CXII. shows the method of fitting a hatchway to an 
iron deck. In the case of a watertight scuttle to a water
tight iron deck fiat, an angle-iron is rivetell around the upper 
edge of the iron coaming, to which the hinges of the plate 

cover are riveted, the cover''bein'g secured by wedged buttons 
worked with a spa.nner, or some other such artifice. ' . 

323. Topsides. - The topside of au iron ship admits of 
great variety of construction. In the early specimen~ of 
iron ships, the topsides consisted simply of wood stanchwns 
lapped against the frames and bolted. thereto, the frames 
being stopped at the height of the upper deck. Deals or 
thin plank were secured to the outside of these stanchions, 
:md the whole was surmounted by a rail of some kind. As 
stringers were not usually fitted to t~ese ship~ the m~thod 
was not at all objectionable. On the mtroduction of strmger 
plates, these stanchions were for some t~1e retaine~, the 
connection being obtained by cutting holes m the st~·mgers 
to allow the stanchions to pass through and scarph With the 
frames. The objection to this is evide11t, llJld hence the 
clause to that effect in Lloyd's rules, referred to in Art. 317. 

A method nearly as objectionable is sometimes ~opted. 
This consists in continuing the iron frame to the he1ght of 
the topside, and then connecting a· rail to them by means of 
a.n angle-iron running fore and aft upon the top of the 
frame~. It is evident tha~, in order to continue the frames, 
it is necessary to cut slots in the stringers, and altho11gh 
only alternate frames are continued above the uppel'_ deck, 
yet the loss of strength due to cutting only one ~lot ·m the 
stringer is as great as if the whole of the strmger were 
reduced in breadth by .the width of the frame. It should, 
howeYer, be noticed that, as the size of the angle-iron frame 
is less than that of the wood stanchions required for a top
side of equal strength, the stringer is not weakened so much 
as bv the other method. In this case the topside is usually 
plat~d up with thin plates as high as the rail. The topside 
shown by Plate XCVI., is formed by continuing the frame 
abo.-e the upper deck stringer, first red':cing it. in depth by 
3 inches the breadth of the outer angle-11·on. Pieces of teak, 
the breadth of the frame, are secured to these, llJld the inner 
and outer plank of the topside are fastened to them. In the 
wake of the ports and channels, mdra strengtl1enings, in ~he 
form of internal stanchions or struts, are fitted; also platmg 
connecting-the frames and thus distributing the strains. A 
very common form ~f topside is made by continuing the 
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side plating ·to the rail, and su1~porting it by angle-iron 
rod stanchions similar to those JUSt refen-ed to. The · 
approved method, however, consists in ~ontinuing th~ . 
plating to a short distance above the s~ger, c?nnec~mg lt 
thereto by an angle-iron, and then fittmg a th~ck piece or 
waterway in the angle so formed. . Wood stanchwns are tl~en 
let down into the waterway, and the whole secured mth 
horizontal bolts through the stanchions, waterway, and_ side 

. plating; also, with up and down bolts through the strmg~r . 
and waterway (see Plate CXIX.). There are sever~l vane
ties of this style; in some cases, a gutter waterway IS fit~ed , 
on the inside of the stanchions, the wood waterway . bemg_ 
between the side plating and gutter waterway; also, several 
other methods diftering in detail only. . . 

In H.:M:. :ships, wood topside sta?-ehions are sometimes 
fitted. these bein"' let down into a thick w:j.terway or cover
in"' board · and throuo-h bolted thereto. In several of the 

0 ' 0 . h b . dd iron-clad ships the topside wood stanchions a-:e een e:~:ten e 
down behind the armour plating, thus partially _taln~g t~e 
P

lace of the backino-· a stron"' connection is obtamed m this 
"'' "' . fi l' ht l way. A very usual method, however, IS to t Ig an~ e-

iron frames turned down and riveted to the deck platmg, 
thin plating being riveted thereto ~o comple~e the topside.. · 

A QTeat advantarre of wood frammg over n·o:!J. for a topside 
o "' · h t ·a is found in the superior facilities for connecting t e opsi e 

fittings, such as cleats, bolts, racks, etc.; 'hence, when the 
framing is of iron, it is frequently found necessary to secure 
wood stanchions thereto for that purpose. 

, In the merchant navy, it is a very common practice to 
carry up the topside and fit a light _deck o-:er :vhat woul_d 
otherwise be the upper deck of the ship. This hg~t deck IS 
then termed the " sp;u· deck," and the deck beneath IS termed 
the'' main deck." The spar deck is nearly flush (see Plate 
LXXXIX.), a piece of waterway being around its boundar.f, 
to which iron guard stanchions are secured by palms at therr 
feet. Either guard rods or chains are passed through h~les 
in -these stanchions; and in the former case, a rope nettmg 
is generally fitted outside all for the safety of the passengers 
and crew. . . 

324. Rudders.-The rudders of iron merchant ships are 

ve~y. s~ply and ullifo~:mly' C?nstructed, the Qnly ·variety 
e~n~tmg m the manner _of fittmg the gudgeons or braces. 
'lh1s sta~ement d~es ~o~ mclude t~e steering apparatus, into 
the details o~ which It :s not our rntention to proceed. The 
rudder cons1sts of an Iron frame covered with thin plates 
the spaces between the plates being usually filled up with 
~r or ~orne ot~er light material. . The pintles are some
~Imes forged ·w1th the frame and filed to shape, or tumed 
m a lathe, or else they a.re made independently and secured 
to the rudder by nuts. The r_udder fn~.m.e is forged similarly 
~o ~he stern post, a mould b~mg proVIded for the purpose, 
1t lS afterwards planed to s1ze, and the head turned in a 
lathe. It is a very common practice to for"e the mdder 
frame in two pieces, turn the main piece in the lathe; then 
weld the two together, and plane to the required thickness 
where necessary. 

Plate CXIII. shows an ordinary rudder frame for an iron 
ship, in :Vhich the pintles Pare f~rged with the frame. The 
space .A ~s left to allow the engineers to remove and l'eplace 
the packmg around the after bearing of the screw shaft in 
the b~ss of t~e rudder post. The lower pintle, marked B, 
1~ests ~a bearrng prepared for it, marked Pin Plate XCVII. 
Sometimes, however, the weight of the rudder is borne by 
the first or second pintle from the top. 
. ~he ordinary form of rudder frame for H.:M:. ships is 

snmlarly constructed to that shown by Plate CXIII., although 
~sually d1ff~rently shaped. The space ..4. is never required 
m H.M. sh1ps; nor are all but the lower pintle of the same 
length as shown: The weight of tl1e rudder is taken by the 
first or second pmtle from the top, which is shorter than the 
others, an~ has a h:niispherical steel point that bears upon a 
correspondmg hemisphere of steel fitted in the brace thus 
re~ucing the friction co~side~·ably. The rudders of large 
slups have two· such bearmg pm:t.les. The mdder is covered 
with thin iron plates, connected to each other with ed<Ye 
strips, ~d tap or. through riveted to the frame. The plat~s 
composmg each s1de are generally fitted and then taken to 
piec~s and riveted together on the gro~d; one side is then 
partially secured to the rudder, the spaces between the arms 
of the frame filled up with the wood or other material de-
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termined upon, after which the plating is laid upon tlu, 
opposite side and the whole rh·eted together. It need hardly 
be stated that the outer surface of the plating is thus made 
flush. · 

A locking plate is fitted to tl1e upper pintle! as in t he 
case of a wood rudder. In the Breastw01'k 1\'Iomtors, where 
all the pintles are underneath the surface of the water and 
always inaccessible except by diving, it is necessary to k~p 
the rudder from lifting, either by causing its head to bear m 
a socket fitted beneath portable beams, or by fitting a piece 
of T bulb beneath the counter, just abaft the rudder , ex
tending through an angle of forty-five degrees each way, and 
in this way the rudder must be turned throu~h that angle 
before it can he lifted sufficiently to allow the pmtles to cleat" 
the braces. A locking plate on the inside of the ship pre
vents the . paul plate from revolving more than forty-five 
derrrees. and so keeps the neck of the rudder immediately 
below the T bar until the locking plate is removed. 

Balanced ?·ndden: have been occasionally fitted for many 
years in ships of the mercan_t ile marine; a~id duri~1g t he p~st 
eight or nine years the difficu_lty e~penenc~d ~ st.~ermg 
laro-e ships of war has resulted m then· adoptiOn m sh1ps of 
ou; own and several foreio-n navies. The balanced rudder 
revolves about an axis so situated tl1at about two-thirds the· 
area of the rudder is on the aft, and the remaining one-third 
on the fore side of the axis. The adm ntage of this form 
consist s in the ease with which they can be put over to 
large angles ; ~1t the suddenness with which_ they stop the 
speed of the ship has caused . them to be disuse? of late, 
chiefly in consequence of tl1e difficulty of perfori?m~ eYolu
tions under sail with vessels so fitted. The weight of the 
balanced rudder is borne upon rollers on the inside of the 
ship, there being only one pintle, viz., at the botto~ of the 
rudder which reYolves in a socket prepared for 1t on a. 
projection from the stern po~t (see Ar~. ~63). Th~ limits of 
spa.ce preclude a more detailed descnptwn of this f~rm of 
rudder , full particulars regarding which will be found rn l\1r. 
E . .T. R eed's Shipbuilding in b-on and S teel. . . 

325. Bilge Keels are made either of wood or uon; m both · 
cases they are connected to the bottom plating by angle-

irons. The earliest form of bilge keel consisted of' a plate 
connected by two ~tngle-irons, and stiffened on the outer edge 
by two strips of half-round iron riveted thereto. This 
style of bilge keel is still frequently adopted, sometimes 
in the modified form of plate bulb connected by two angle-
irons. • 

An ordinary form of wood bilge keel is shown on Plate 
XCIV.; the angle-irons being riveted to outer strakes, and 
the bilae keel fitted beneath longitudinals, to 1·esist the 
thrust fn the event of the ship grounding. The wood bilge 
keel is in two pieces, viz., a main and false pieceJ the former 
being secured to the bottom by bolts through the two 
angle-irons, and the latter by nails driven into the main 
piece. 

In one or two of the Indian troop ships a peculiar form of 
bilge keel, having a V-shaped section, has been fitted. This 
has been made of two plates of iron riveted to the bottom, 
also riveted together at the lower part of the V, the tri
angular space between the two plates and_ the bot~om 
beino- filled in with wood or other hght material. A bilge 
keel"' of this form has been proposed for the sheathed ships 
{)f H.l\'I. Navy, the bottoms of which are co.-e1·ed with zinc 
sheets (see Art. 337). . 

It is usual in the Royal Navy to connect the angle-1rons 
.of the bilae keels to the bottom plating with tap ri.-ets, which 
l1ave nuts hove upon them on the inside smface of the 
plating. A portion of the. thread of the screw is in_ the 
.angle-iron, so that upon grounding violently th~ tap nvets 
will break off outside .the plating, and leakage 1s prevented 
by means of the screw in the plating and the nuts on tho 
inside. 

The advantarres of bilge keels have probably been over
rated· nevertheless, they no doubt offer some resistance to 
rolling and leeway, besides which their strnctura.l efficiency, 
.especially when made wholly of iron, must not be lost 
sight of. . _ .. 

In fitt ing bilge keels, care must be t aken to mrnnmse the 
resistance offered by them to the speed of the vessel. To 
effect this the projection of the bilge keel upon a plane, 
perpendicular to the longitudinal vertical plane of the ship, 
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should be of the smallest possible dimensions. In 
off the keel in the body plan, the same process is follo~~ed 
as in o-etting the sight edge of a longitudinal ·by tbo · 
method" at Art. 166, taking care that the line joining 
two rabbets therein referred to is parallel to the load water 
1' .me. • 

CHAP'l'ER XXI. 

326. Rivets and Riveting.- In the course of the pre
ceding remarks on ir0n shipbuilding, frequent reference has 
been made to the character and spacing of the rivets at the 
several parts of the ship. It is now proposed to consider 
this important branch of the subject a little more in detail. 

327. Forms of Rivets.- Rivets are of two kinds, clenclted 
and tapped, the former being secured by beating up the 
point or " clenching," and the latter by screwing the rivet 
into a screw hole previously prepared for it by n1eans of a 
"tap tool." 

Considering first the clenched rivet, which is the great 
uniting agent in the ship: By referring to Plate CXIV., it 
will be seen that there are several different ways of forming 
both the head and point of this rivet. A on that Plate repre 
sents the pan ltead rivet, which is the commonest form in use. 
As will be seen, it is . slightly conical under the head, in 
order that the rivet may fill the hole of that form made by 
the punching tool. ' There are three principal modes of 
forming the point of this ri.vet. B represents the .boiler point, 
so named because it is the form used in boiler making when 
h:tnd riveted. This is the most efficient form of rivet point, 
not so much in consequence of its shape as the nature of the 
hammering it receives in being beaten up. It is not usual 
in shipbuilding to give this rivet point the exact conical 
form which is customary in boiler making, as it is not often 
employed in riveting work exposed to view. The ' boiler 
point is chiP-fly used in riveting transverse and longitudinal . 
frames. C represents the snap point, which is formed by 
first roughly beating down the point, and then finishing 
it by holding a snap tool thereon, and striking the latter. ·· 
This snap tool consists of a hollow cup of steel welded 
t;o a puneh head for striking upon: . Snap points are chiefly 
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employed for work in sight, as, for instance, bulkheads, 
beams, etc., and sometimes for frames. It cannot be de
pended. upon. like the boiler point, as, unless the rivet is 
carefully beaten do:m b~fore applying the snap tool, it will 
probably be ,d~fe?tlve, ei,th¢r by not filling the hole or by 
looseness. Th1s 1s cat~se~ by the snap tool :finishing off the 
edge of the cl~n?h, while 1t.: do@s not press upon the rivet so 
~s to _squeeze_1t mto the hole. It is a very common practice 
ill pn~ate sh~pyards ~ let out the frame riveting by "piece 
work, allowmg the nvets to be snap pointed· the result is 
that when the f~·ame is erected (especially u\y the Scotch 
system), a tap w1th a small hammer upon each rivet reveals 
the fact that a large percentage is loose and therefore ineffi-
. Wh ' ' ' Clent. en carefully performe~, however, snap riveting 

has a very neat appearance, and 1s found to give watertight 
work when tested by water pressure. J) represents the 
fl.usk or cozmte1·sunk point, which is used for bottom and 
Side plating, dec~ plating, plating behind armour, etc. 
Below the water lme they?int is generally chipped slightly 
convex, J:mt above water 1t 1s generally made flush. 

.At E 1s shown the snap head rivet used in machine rivet
i~g o! beams, boilers, etc. It is not ~ften employed for hand 
r~vetillg. F shows a riYet which is only used on ra1·e occa
~lons, w h?n both surfaces are required to be flush; as, for 
mstance, ill the case of the nut and washer of an a1·mour bolt 
being in the wake of a rivet in the platino- behind a1·mour 1"t · c d ! . 0 , 
lS >O_un necessary to form the nvet as thus shown in order 
to give the washer, nut, etc., a fair bearino- surface. 

'fhe last form '~hicl_1 we :vill consider is the tap rivet, shown 
~t G a1:d II. Tlus nvet 1s employed in cases where it is 
1mpo~sible to clench the poii:t, ei_ther because it is put into 
sohd rron, or because the poillt s1de of the rivet is at an in
accessible part of the ship. 

The hole is first drilled, a~d ~hen a steel " tap" is inserted 
and turned by a spanner until It cuts a thread in the side of 
the h?le to fit t~e th~·ead on the rivet which is to be placed 
there~1. . The nvet 1s hove up with a sp=er by means of 
a proJectiOn _on the head, as shown at G; when the rivet is 
screw~d ~P t1~htly, the h~ad is ch~pped off flush, or nearly so. 
Tap nvetmg lS employed m secunng plates to forgings, such 

... 
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as the stem, stern post, etC, and to armour plates. It should 
be stated that it is important that the whole of the screw 
thread should be beneath the surface of the forging, etc., as, if 
above, the rivet will readily break at the first turn of the 
screw thread above the forging. In riveting the angle-irons 
{)[bilge keels to the bottom plating tap rivets are used, and 
so placed as to readily break off in this way (see Art. 325). 

328. Sizes of Rivets.- In connecting iron work with 
rivets the object is to get a uniformity of strength between 
the plates, or angle-irons and rivets, so that the former may 
not be so strong as to cause the latter to break first, nor 
:vice vena, but that the two may be on the point of yielding 
simultaneously ; hence the sizes and spacing of the rivets 
:must be regulated accordingly. · Calculations made in order 
to determine the diameters of rivets which should be used 
in connecting different thicknesses of plates have shown that 
th'e former should never exceed twice the latter ; while with 
thick plating it would appear that the rivet should be but 
slightly thicker than the plate. The i·equirements of Lloyd's 
and the Liverpool rules, also the practice of H.M. dockyards, 
are given by the following table, where the sizes are stated 
in sixteenths of an inch:-

l 
l 

TABLE OF DIAMETERS OF RIVETS OF DIFFERENT 
THICKNESSES. 

Th ickness of 

I 
DIAMETER OF RIVETS. 

Plates. 
Llo)'d's Rules. I Liverpool Rules. H . M. Dockyards. 

5 10 8 8 
G 10 10 10 
7 10 10 12 
8 12 12 12 
9 12 12 14 

10 12 13 14 
11 14 14 14 
12 14 14 16 
13 14 15 16 
14 16 16 

I 
18 

15 16 17 18 
16 16 18 18 

I 

It will be seen from the above that unless for the thinnest 



plates, the _Liverpool rules and the practice of H.M. 
yard (especiallY: the latte~), require larger rivets than Lloyd'a 
rules. The s1zes required by the Liverpool rules were 
~arger. a fe': years since. Where plates of more than one 
illch ill th1ckness are used, the diameters of the riveh! 
are from -k to ~ inch greater than the thickness of the 
r!ates; and when tw_o plates of unequal tllicknesses 11.1'& 

nveted together the diameter of the rivet is estimated from 
the lesser thickness. As already stated tl1e rivets connect
ing plating to stem, stern post, or keei are .! inch larger 
in dia_meter than for the same thickness ~f plating elsewhere. 
Tar~ nvets_ are usually about -§- inch greater in diameter than 
ordmary nve~s for the. same thickness of plating. : .. 

3~9. Spacmg of R1vets.-The spacing or pit<:h of riveta 
reqmred by Lloyd's rules lS "four and a half diameters apart; 
from centre to centre, excepting in the keel, stem, and stern 
post, where they may be five times, and through the frames '' 
and outside plating, and in rever~ed angle-irons of frames, 
where they may be from seven to nine times, their · diameter·, 
from centre t~ centre." The Liverpool rules require "rivets 
to be four diameters apart, from centre to centre lonci
tudinally in seams and .-ertically in butts, except' in the 
butts where treble riYeting is required, when the rivets in 
the row farthest from the butt may be opened eight dia
meters apart, centre to centre. Rivets in framino- to be 
eight times their diameter apart." The Admiralty })ractice 
is four and a half to five diameters in edges and butts of 
bottom plating, and five to six diameters in waterti<Tht work · 
elsewhere. The rivets in the frames are spaced ab~ut eiuht 
diameters apart. Again, Lloyd's rules state that "in cb~in 
riveted butts, a space equal to twice the diameter 6f the 
rivet to be between each row; where treble riveting is 
adopted, a space equal to twice the diameter of the rivet to 
be between each row, with half the number of ri.-ets in the 
~ack row. The overlaps of plating, where chain riveting 
IS adopted, are not to be less than six times the diameter 
of the rivets, and where single riveting is admitted, to be 
not less than three and a half times tl1e diameter of the 
:rivets." The Liverpool requirements for breadths of overlap 
are ahnost tanta.mount to the preceding, 'Y:hilethe Admiralty 

practice is rather less. ''+r'he 'breadth of ~mtt strap for d<n:bie 
riveting is about thirteen times tl1e diameter of the nvet 
by Lloyd's rules, and from thirteen to fourtee~ and a half 
times by the Liverpool rules, while the pra:ctice of H.M. 
dockyards is eleven and a _half to ~welve di~meters. For 
treble-riveted butt straps, mneteen diameters m brea_dth are 
required by Lloyd's, and about eighteen bJ: the Liv~rpool 
rules, while sixteen to sixteen and a half dmmete~·s IS the 
Admiralty practice. 
· 330. Testing Iron.-The most carefully arrang~d com
bination of plates and angle-irons, and the most sat1sfact?ry 
spacing of rivets, are altogeth~r useless unless the. matenals 
so combined are of good quahty. Hence a; very Important 
branch of the iron ship-surveyor's duty, whether for Lloyd's 
Register, the Liverpool Un_derwrite_rs? H.M. serv_ice, or 
private shipowners, consists m examillillg and testmg the 
quality of the iron supplied for th? ships. . 

The tests required for H.M. ships are of a very searchillg
character, far more so, we believe, than for any other class 
of vessels. These tests are laid down in a code of rules. 
which are too lenO"thv for insertion here. The tests are of 
two kinds, tensile ~nd}orge. The former are performed with 
the aid of a powerful machine; the latter, which are of two 
kinds "hot" and " cold," are made by a smith. It may be 
rema1:ked that in addition to these a preliminary test is made 
by striking the plate with a hannll;er and listening to its 
" ring;" blisters are also sought for ill ·the same way. 

331. Tensile Tests are made by means of a c~mpoun~ 
lever machine sometimes worked with a hydraulic or 01l 
pump. Strips' are cut from -~he plate ~electe~ for ~esting, 
both with and across the gra.m of the Iron, ~.e., With and 
across the direction in which the plate issued from the rolls 
in the process of manufact.ure. These strips are reduced in 
breadth towards the middle, as shown by A, Plate CXV.-
a parallel breadth being left. for 11: lengt~ of sev~ral inches. 
The area of a section of this stnp at th1s part 1s gener2:lly 
'about one square .inch. The strip is place~ in the machille 
in· such a way that it is between the mot1v? power an~ a 
balance in which weiahts are placed, representillg the tenswn 
upon the piece being tested. The machine is often so con-- · 

1 . 
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,str~tcted, by a~ arrangement of levers, that a one pound 
-,~eight J?laced m t~e scale represents a ton pull upon the 
.·p1ece of 1ron. Weights are placed in the scale until the iron 
breaks, and then the strength of the latter is measured bl• 

. the w~iglJtS in th~ scale: Two marks, six inches apart, are 
:oade m the ~st p1ece Wlth a centre punch before it is put 
mto the maclnne, and, when broken, the two pieces are fitted 

· !A>gether and the distance between the centre punch marks 
1s _me~sured ; the ~>X?~ss of this. above the si.x inches being a 

,. cntenon of the ductility of the 1ron. The fractures are then 
examined, and by their appearance an experienced eye can 

. judge the quality of the material. 
Pieces of the ·flanges of angle and T il·ons, beams, etc., are 

planed or slotted off, and tested in a similar way, only that no 
. cross test can be made of these pieces. 

The Admiralty regulations 1·equi.re for B. B., or first-class 
il·on, a tensile strength of 22 to11s per square inch, length
way~, and 18 tons crossways. Second class, or B. iron, is 

- reqmr~d to _st~nd 20 and 17 tons respectively. Bar iron is 
tested m a Similar way to the plate strips, except that it is 
not usual to reduce the diameter unless the bar is too stout 

· to be broken by the machine . 
. 332. Forge Tests are oft"·o kinds, "hot" and" cold·" the 

iron being tested with and across the grain by each. B ;nd (J, 
Phtte CXV., show the nature of tJ1ese tests. Two pieces are 

. .cut from the selected plate, and one is heated in a smith's 
fire, while t~e otl1er is ~ept for the cold test. They are bent 
upon a cas~1ron slab, With rounded corners, having a radius 
of half an mch each; each piece being bent in the two direc
tion~ by I ·e~eated blows with a large hammer. B. B. plates of 

. one mch thiCk are expected to bend cold, without fractm'e, to 

. an angle of :fi~teen degrees with the grain and five degrees 

. across the gram; half-inch plates to thirty-five and :fifteen 

. degrees respectively; while three-sixteenth inch plates and 
under must bend to ninety degrees with the grain and forty 

. degrees across the grain. 
The hot forge tests of plates of one inch thick and under are 

--01_1e hundred and twenty-five degrees with the grain and 
.-nmety degrees across. 

The cold forge tests of B. quality pla~es are ten and five 

degrees, with and acrosS"' the 'grain, resprctively, for one-inch 
plates; thirty and ten degrees for half-inch pla.tes; and 
seventy-five degrees and thirty degrees for plates three-six-
teenths inch thick and under. · 

The portion of plate tested both for hot and cold tests is
to be 4 feet in length across the gra,n, and the full width of 
the plate with the grain. The plate should be bent at a dis-
tance of 3 to 6 inches from the edge. ' 

JJ, E, F, G, H, I, and J show various forms of angle
iron, and K, L, !If, and N of beam iron forge tests, a1l but J 
and N being made when hot. The former is a cold bending 
test with the grain, and the latter is the res11lt of nicking and 
bending, in order to determine the fibrous quality of the iron 
in the beam. As will be seen, these tests are very exacting' 
but they are none the less neces&'try, as the smithing opera
tions these angle, etc., irons have to undergo are frequently 
very distressing. The greater number of these tests are to
detect " reediness," lamination, or looseness in the fibrous. 
structure of the iron, these aefects occurring more frequently 
in angle, T, and beam irons than in plates. 

Armour bolts and rivet iron (see O,P, Q,R,and S) are both 
submitted to the same kind of forge tests, which consist in 
bm1ding the iron d< uble, wl1en cold, and in punching holes 
of the same diametu as the iron at right angles to each other, 
the iron being red hot. Neither of these tests should show 
any fracture. The fibrous character of the iron is frequently 
examined by cutting a nick ou one side, and then doubling 
the iron; the character ·or the fracture, whether fibrous or 
otherwise, determines the quality of the material (see 1). 
Thr malleability is determined by beating up the point when 
cold, as shown at U; also hy bea.ting down the head when 
hot, as shown at V. 

Mention may be made, in passing, of the percussive tests 
to which armour bolts are submitted, after manufacture, by 
letting a" tup" of about one ton weight faD a distance of about 
30 feet upon the head in such a way as to cause elongation of 
the bolt. The number of blows before breaking, and the 
appearance and position of the fracture, are criterion.<> of the-
quality of the material. ' 
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